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Abstract 

Guided waves have been observed to travel long distance through thickness in 

long bones and potentially provide valuable information about bone properties and 

microstructures. In this work, cylindrical ultrasound guided waves in bovine tibia 

using axial transmission technique were investigated. Numerical simulation and 

phantom data were used to verify the analytic procedures and complement the study. 

The 2-D power spectrum of the bone data was estimated using the periodogram. The 

spectral results showed four distinct energy clusters. Theoretical dispersion curves 

based on a viscoelastic cylindrical tube filled with liquid were computed to assist the 

modal identification. Four high-order longitudinal cylindrical guided wave modes 

were identified to associate with the clusters. The time signatures of the two 

strongest modes demonstrated dispersive wave trains, which were in agreement with 

the theoretical results. This study demonstrated that cylindrical longitudinal guided 

waves were dominant in bovine tibia at large distance from the transmitter. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Bone tissue 

The bone tissue is a matrix surrounding widely separated cells. The matrix is 

contained about 25 % water, 25 % protein fibers, and 50 % mineral salts (Tortora and 

Grabowski, 1992). There are four major types of bone cells: osteoprogenitor cells, 

osteoblasts, osteocytes and osteoclasts. Osteoprogenitor cells are general cells and 

can undergo mitosis and develop into osteoblasts. Osteoblasts are cells that form 

from bone and can secrete collagen and other organic components to build bone. 

Osteocytes are major cells of bone tissue and are derived from osteoblasts which are 

usually found on the surfaces of bone and maintain daily cellular activities of bone 

tissue. Osteoclasts are developed from circulating monocytes and settle on the 

surfaces of bone and function in bone resorption (Tortora and Grabowski, 1992). 

1.2 Bone structure 

Bone is a composite material composed of organic and inorganic phases. By 

weight, approximately 70% of the tissue is mineral or inorganic matter, water 

composes 5% to 8%, and the organic or extracellular matrix makes up the reminder. 

Bones come in many shapes and sizes, and at a macroscopic level bone can be 

classified according to shape. Four principal types can be identified: long bones (e.g. 

humerus, femur, radius); short bones (metacarpal and phalanx); flat bones (skull and 

ribs); and irregular bones (vertebrae). Anatomically, two forms of bone are 

distinguishable: the cortical and the trabecular bone. The cortical bone appears as a 

solid continuous mass in which spaces can be viewed only with the aid of a 
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microscope. Eighty percent of skeletal bone mass is cortical bone; but, because of its 

density, it has small surface area. Trabecular bone (also called spongy bone) is an 

inner spongy structure that resembles honeycomb, which has a relatively large surface 

area, but forms a smaller portion of the skeleton, accounting for twenty percent of 

bone mass. The solid part of cancellous bone is called trabecular bone. The spaces 

between the trabecular bones are filled with bone marrow, which consists of fat and 

cellular components of blood constituents. Cortical bone has four times the mass of 

trabecular bone, although the metabolic turnover rate of trabecular bone is eight times 

faster than that of cortical bone because bone turnover is a surface event, and 

trabecular bone has a greater surface area than cortical bone. Functionally, cortical 

bone mainly fulfills the mechanical and protective functions, and trabecular bone the 

metabolic function (Njeh, et al, 1999; Bone Anatomy Review, 1999; Tortora and 

Grabowski, 1992). Figure 1.1 displays a sketch of the cortical and trabecular part of 

bone. 

Figure 1.1 A sketch of cortical and trabecular bone (taken from 
http://l 37.222.110.150/calnet/musculo/page3.htm) 
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1.3 Osteoporosis 

Osteoporosis, which is a worldwide metabolic bone disease, is characterized by 

reduced bone mass and deteriorated microstructure of bone tissue (Njeh et al, 1999). 

A panel from the National Institute of Health Consensus Conference defined 

osteoporosis as 'a disease characterized by low bone mass and microarchitectural 

deterioration of bone tissue, leading to enhanced bone fragility and a consequent 

increase in fracture risk' (Official website of International Osteoporosis Foundation, 

2007). Based on statistical results, 1.4 million Canadians suffer from osteoporosis. 

One in four women and one in eight men over the age of 50 has osteoporosis (Brown 

et al, 2002). However, the disease can strike at any age. The cost of treating 

osteoporosis and the bone fractures due to osteoporosis is estimated to be $1.9 billion 

each year in Canada alone (Official website of Osteoporosis Canada, 2007). Long 

term, hospital and chronic care account for the majority of these costs. Given the 

increasing proportion of older people in the population, these costs will likely rise. 

The disease of osteoporosis is a silent, progressive, skeletal disorder characterized 

by compromised bone strength pertaining to an increased risk of fracture. Bone 

strength reflects the integration of two main features: bone density and bone quality. 

Bone density is expressed as grams of mineral per area or volume. Bone quality 

refers to architecture, turnover, damage accumulation (e.g., micro fractures) and 

mineralization (NIH Consensus Statement, 2000). Research shows that osteoporosis 

mostly affects the structure of cancellous bone. Figure 1.2 shows the comparison of 

normal bone and bone with osteoporosis. Recent study (Copper, et al, 2006) shows 

that osteoporosis also arises from cortical thinning. Figure 1.3 shows the comparison 

of normal cortical bone and cortical thinning due to osteoporosis. 
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Figure 1.2 Comparison of normal bone and bone with osteoporosis (taken 
from http://www.osteopathy.com.sg/). 

Osteoporosis can be detected from the changing of the structure of trabecular 

bone (Njeh, et al, 1999) or thinning of cortical bone (Copper, et al, 2006). Therefore 

a study of the changing of cortical bone can be used to assess and monitor the degree 

of osteoporosis. 

1.4 Current radiation-based methods 

Current radiation-based methods to study osteoporosis include radiographic 

photo-densitometry, radiographic absorptiometry, single photon absorptiometry 

(SPA), dual photon absorptiometry (DPA), dual energy X-ray absorptiometry 

(DEXA), peripheral DXA, and quantitative computed tomography (QCT) (Bonnick 

and Lewis, 2002). All these methods are based on photon absorptiometry techniques. 

The difference in the attenuation of the photon energy by different tissues is 

responsible for the contrast on the film. The SPA and DPA use the radioactive 

isotope source of photon energy, which has one photoelectric peak for SPA or have 

two photoelectric peaks for DPA to separate bone from soft tissue. Today, DEXA 

has effectively replaced DPA in both research and clinical practice (Yu, 2005). The 
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underlying principles of DEXA are the same as those of DP A, but radioactive isotope 

is replaced by X-ray source. The benefits are dramatically shorter scan times and 

there is no source decay. QCT uses X-ray source to perform computed tomography 

and provides a 3D measurement of bone density. The drawbacks of these techniques 

are the radiation dose and the unavailability of the expensive setup for routine use 

(Sievanen, et al, 1996). Furthermore, these methods can not provide the architectural 

information or elasticity of the bone, which are important for bone strength 

determination (Njeh, et al, 1999). 

1.5 Ultrasonic techniques to study bone 

Ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation (NDE) testing methods were used 

extensively in defect detection in structures and material characterization (Rose, 1999; 

Kundu, 2004). Ultrasonic techniques have widely been applied to study skeletal 

system for over four decades. It has the advantages over those radiation-based 

methods due to its portability, lack of radiation, ease of use, and low cost. Moreover, 

previous research results have shown that quantitative ultrasound (QUS) holds 

promise to provide the elastic stiffness information and evaluate bone strength 

noninvasively (Laugier, 2006; Siffert and Kaufman, 2007; Gliier, 2007). 

Ultrasound is mechanical wave and its propagation is affected by the density, 

elasticity and micro-architectures of bones. Propagation velocity and attenuation are 

two major parameters for ultrasound assessment on bone. Theismann and Pfander 

(1949) firstly reported the ultrasonic attenuation coefficient and propagation speed in 

human skull (Ji, 1998). Yoon and Katz (1976) firstly reported the elastic stiffness of 

cortical bone of human femur by using ultrasound. They found out the elastic 

stiffness of human femur was with about lxlO10 N/m2. Behari and Singh (1981) 

detected the ultrasound propagation in 'in vivo'' long bone. The velocity of ultrasound 

of long bone was 3500 m/s with the attenuation coefficient 12 dB/MHz/cm. Ashman 

and his collegues (1987, 1988) reported the Young's modulus of cancellous bone 

along the bearing axis using both contact pulse transmission and continuous wave 
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techniques. Their results showed that Young's modulus obtained by ultrasound was 

about 23 MPa and was accurate than traditional mechanical methods. Rho (1996) 

measured the elastic properties of human cortical and cancellous bones along the 

axial, circumferential and radial direction. His results showed the axial direction with 

largest Young's modulus and the radial direction with least one. Lowet and Perre 

(1996) produced the method to measure the velocity of bone and proved that the bulk 

compressional wave velocity in bone is about 4000 m/s. They also simulated the 

fracture and healing period of long bone and obtained the expression to calculate the 

velocity on injury bone. 

1.5.1 Transverse transmission techniques 

Langton, et al (1984) firstly proposed the application of ultrasonic technique in 

clinical diagnosis of osteoporosis. The technique is displayed in Figure 1.3 and is so-

called transverse transmission technique. The method proposed is called broadband 

ultrasonic attenuation (BUA). In this technique, two broadband ultrasonic 

transducers with 1 MHz center frequency were set in a water tank, one serving as a 

transmitter and the other as a receiver. The heel (mostly cancellous bone) was placed 

in the water bath between two transducers and the attenuation of the beam through the 

cancellous bone was measured relative to water alone. The BUA essentially 

measures insertion loss, found by comparing the amplitude spectrum of an ultrasonic 

pulse through bone with that through a reference medium, typically water. The term 

BUA is the gradient in dB/MHz, evaluated by linear regression. Results obtained by 

Langton and his colleagues showed that BUA value was higher for those healthy 

bone than that of osteoporotic bone. Following Langton, et a/'s work, transverse 

transmission technique and BUA value of bone have been focused by a number of 

researchers. Strelitzki, et al (1996), Nicholson, et al (1996) and Droin, et al (1998) 

found out that negative dispersion happened in majority of bone samples. Chaffai", et 

al (2000) and Wear (2001) showed that the BUA approximately depended linearly on 
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frequency and BUA gradient is considered to be diagnostic to osteoporosis (Fellah, 

2004). 

Oscilloscope & PC 

Pulser/receiver L 

Transducer 

Water bath 

Cancel 

^ . 
Receiver 

ous bone 

Figure 1.3 A Schematic diagram of transverse transmission 
technique. 

1.5.2 Axial transmission technique 

Recently, axial transmission techniques have been applied on ultrasonic 

measurement on studying long bones such as femur and tibia (Saulgozis et al, 1996; 

Bossy et al, 2002; Lee and Yoon, 2004; Moilanen, et al, 2006, 2007; Zheng, et al, 

2007). This technique requires the source and receiver transducers located on the 

same side of the bone. The time signals can be obtained by these two transducers 

fixed with a constant distance or different locations by moving the receiver away 

from the source. Figure 1.4 portraits the schematic of axial transmission setup and 

the positions of two transducers. 
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Oscilloscope & PC 

Pulser/receiver 

Figure 1.4 A schematic diagram of an experimental setup: (1) 
transmitter and (2) receiver. 

Using axial transmission technique, Camus and his colleagues (2000) studied the 

lateral wave (head wave) in "in vivo' bone and found out that it had a potential to 

evaluate the mechanical properties of cortical bone. Other researchers (Nicholson, et 

al, 2002; Tatarinov, et al, 2005; Dodd, et al 2007) applied axial transmission 

technique to obtain the first arriving signal (FAS) of both in vivo and in intro of 

ultrasound in cortical bone. In their results, FAS was captured by dividing distance of 

wave propagation by bulk wave velocity in cortical bone and the incline of cortical 

bone was also considered during calculation. The FAS was a simple method to assess 

the cortical bone property. However, FAS failed to work when the wavelength was 

large and comparable to the cortical thickness (Nicholson, et al, 2002; Moilanen, et al, 

2004). Lefebvre, et al (2002) established a method to obtain the echographic matrix 

signals using axial transmission method and applied bidimensional Fourier transform 

for bone characterization. Their method was also able to evaluate the mechanical 

properties like Young's modulus and cortical bone thickness. 

In recent years, guided wave (Rose, 1999; Kundu, 2004) propagation was paid 

more attention onto ultrasonic measurement in long bone (Lefebvre, et al, 2002; 
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Moilanen, et al, 2004; Ta, et al, 2006). Guided wave was firstly applied in 

mechanical engineering for nondestructive evaluation (NDE) (Viktorov, 1967). The 

generation of guided wave is because of multiple reflections and interaction of bulk 

longitudinal and shear wave during propagation between the layers of materials (Rose, 

1999; Kundu, 2004). Figure 1.5 shows the schematic of guided wave propagation in 

a layered material. Former studies showed that guided wave has the advantages on 

long track propagation. It can bring more information on bones during propagation. 

Layered materials 

SV waves 
P waves 

Figure 1.5 A schematic diagram of propagation of guided waves in 
layered materials. 

Lamb wave is the fundamental form of guided wave propagating in plate 

(Viktorov, 1967). Detailed derivation of guided wave will be shown in chapter 2. 

Some researchers showed that Lamb wave with plate model was closed to cylindrical 

guided wave for those cortical bone samples with thinner outer shell (Lefebvre, et al, 

2002; Protopappas, et al, 2006). So they selected Lamb wave to deal with the 

problems. Lefebvre, et al (2002) and Lee and Yoon (2004) applied plate model to 

mimic cortical bone. Their results showed that the lowest antisymmetric Lamb mode 
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(AO) and the lowest symmetric mode (SO) were the most dominant modes guided 

wave during propagation in long bone with thin cortical shell. Nicholson, et al (2002) 

also found out that phase velocity of AO and SO modes were sensitive with the change 

of cortical thickness. Protopappas, et al (2006) showed that Lamb wave other than 

lowest antisymmetric and symmetric modes, such as S2 and A3 were also dominant 

during wave propagation either in healthy or healing cortical bone. 

Guided waves propagating in cylinders are more complicated than those in plate. 

Ta, et al (2006) firstly reported to apply a hollow elastic cylindrical tube model to 

mimic the long bone and study the ultrasonic wave propagation in long bone. They 

found out that two low order longitudinal guided wave modes, L(0,2) and L(0,3), 

were with dominant energy during propagation in hollow long bone. However, there 

is shortcoming of plate model and hollow cylinder model due to thoughtless with 

multilayer of cortical bone and marrow as well as the attenuation of cortical bone and 

morrow. The difference among plate model, hollow bone model and fluid-filled bone 

model, especially for bone samples with thick cortical part was significant. 

1.6 Objectives and outlines of this thesis 

The objectives of this thesis are to use a cylinder model to study guided waves 

propagating in bovine bone. The model that is used to interpret phantom and bone 

data is a liquid-filled cylindrical tube. The outline of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 

1 provides a brief introduction of bone tissues and structures. This chapter also 

overviews the application of ultrasound in bone study. Chapter 2 provides, as a 

review, a detailed theoretical derivation of guided wave propagation in free plate and 

liquid-filled cylindrical tube. Dispersion relations will be derived to compute 

dispersion characteristics. Chapter 3 discusses the signal processing methods to 

interpret the experimental data. The periodogram and autoregressive (AR) method to 

estimate power density spectrum was compared. Discussions of experimental data 

obtained from phantom and bovine tibia will be given in Chapter 4. This thesis will 

be concluded in chapter 5 with brief discussion of future direction. 
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Chapter 2 

Propagation of Guided Waves in Plate and Fluid-Filled 

Cylinder 

Propagation in ultrasonic guided wave propagation in bone has been studied in 

recent years (Bossy, et al, 2002; Lefebvre, et al, 2002; Nicholson, et al, 2002; 

Tatarinov, et al, 2005; Propotpappas, et al, 2006; Dodd, et al, 2007). In most works, 

long bone was modeled by a free plate (Propotpappas, et al, 2006) bounded below 

and above by air or a plate overlying water, which mimics marrow. Lamb modes 

such as A0, SO and S2 have been observed in experimental data (Nicholson, et al, 

2002; Lee and Yoon, 2004; Tatarinov, et al, 2005; Propotpappas, et al, 2006). Lamb 

wave theory provides a simplistic model to understand interaction of guided waves 

with bone tissues. Long bones are effectively irregular cylindrical tubes filled with 

marrow. Guided wave propagation in cylindrical tube is a complex wave 

phenomenon. Guided wave energy from the cortical bone leaks into the underlying 

marrow and the leaked energy will be reflected back to the overlying cortex. The 

reflection of the leaked energy influences the characteristics of the modal dispersion. 

Based on this argument, free plate theory will perhaps underestimate the effects of the 

underlying marrow on the dispersion characteristics (Lefebvre, et al, 2002; Ta, et al, 

2006). 

In this chapter, starting with the first principles, the dispersion relationships of 

plane guided waves in plates and cylindrical guided waves in a fluid-filled cylinder 

will be derived. 
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2.1 Guided wave propagation in a free plate 

Figure 2.1 Geometry of a plate. 

Figure 2.1 displays the geometry of a plate. The density, longitudinal and shear 

wave velocity are denoted respectively by p, cL and cs . The plate has a finite 

thickness 2d in the z-direction but extends infinitely along the x- and ^-direction. A 

Cartesian coordinate system is placed in the midplane of the plate. The two 

horizontal planes normal to the z-axis are stress-free at z = ±d. The plate with a 

stress-free condition is known as a free plate. 

Longitudinal and shear wave motions confined in the x-z plane propagating along 

the x-direction were considered. In terms of the potentials, (/> and y/, the displacement 

/ = (u, v, w) within the plate is (Appendix A.3) 

7 = V^ + Vx(0,^,0) (2.1) 
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where the first term is curl-free and the second term is divergence-free. The 

corresponding displacement components are 

dd> dw 
11= — + —!-

dx dz 

v = 0 

deb dw 
w = — — 

dz dx 

(2.2) 

and the stress components are 

T =T =u 
zx xz r* 

dw du 

\dx dz j 

\ ( P2/A P2 i , / A2, 

••M 
a> ey ay 
dxdz dx dz 

and 

T_=X 
(du dw^ 

\dx dz j 
+ 2/u 

(dw} 
[dz 

= 1 
ydx2 dz2 j 

•2ju 
(d2(/) a > ^ 

dz2 dxdz 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

We assume ^ and y/ take the following form (Rose, 1999 and Kundu, 2003) 

and 

(j) {x, z, t) = [A: sin(pz) + A2 cos(pz)] exp [i(kx - cot)] 

y/ (x, z, t) = \Bl sin(qz) + B2 cos(^rz)] exp [i(kx - cot)] 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

where A\, A2, B\, and B2 are the unknown constants, 

or -k2 (2.7) 
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q2-

cL
2 

Cs2 

co2 

•t 
E 

-k2 

+ 2ju 

P 

5 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 
P 

and X and /u are the Lame's constants. By substituting (2.5)-(2.6) into (2.2)-(2.4) and 

ignoring the harmonic factor exp[/'(fcx:-firf)], we obtain the displacement and stress 

components in terms of the unknown constants 

u = ik [ 4 sin(pz) + A2 cos(/?z)] + q [Bx cos(qz) - B2 sin(^z)] , (2.11) 

w = p [ 4 cos (pz)-A2 sin ( p z ) ] - ik [Blsm^qz) + B2cos[qz)'\ , (2.12) 

Tzx = li/dkp [ 4 cos (pz)-A2 sin (pz)\ + 

{k2 -q2^Blsm(qz) + B2cos(pz)~\ , 

Tzz = -X(k2 +/?2jr^jSin(pz) + ^ 2cos(pz)J-

2//p2[^41sin(/7z) + ̂ (2cos(/7z)]- (2.14) 

2ijukq \BX cos (qz) + B2 sin (qz)~j . 

Following Graff (1975), Rose (1999) and Kundu (2003), we split the solutions 

into symmetric and antisymmetric modes. For symmetric mode, the wave motion is 

symmetric with respect to the midplane of the plate [Figure 2.2(a)] and for 

antisymmetric mode; the motion is antisymmetric with respect to the midplane of the 

plate [Figure 2.2 (b)]. 

2.1.1 Symmetric modes 

For symmetric modes, 

0 = A2cos(pz) , (2-15) 
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y/ = Bx sm(qz) , 

and thus 

u = ikA2 cos(pz) + qB1 cos(qz) , 

w = -pA2 sin(pz) - ikBx sin(gz) , 

T
a=M [-2ikpA2 sin(pz) + (k2-q2 )BX sm(qz)~] , 

and 

Tzz - -A(k2 + q2)A2 cos(pz) - 2ju\p2A2 cos(pz) + ikqBl cos(^z)] 

= -\Xk2 + Xp2 + 2/ip2)A2 cos(pz)-2ifj,kqBx cos(#z) . 

(a) Particle motion Wave direction 

Figure 2.2 Schematics of the deformation of the plate and particle movement 
directions of (a) symmetric and (b) antisymmetric modes of wave 
propagation. 

The two unknown constants Ai and B\ can be found by applying the stress-free 

conditions at the boundary z = d 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 
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T2X = -HjukpAj sin(pd) + ju(k - q )B{ s'm(qd) = 0 (2.21) 

and 

Tzz=-(Xk2+Ap2+2jup2)A2cos(pd)-2ijukqB1cos(qd) = 0 . (2.22) 

Equation (2.21) and (2.22) can also be written in matrix form 

-2ijukpsin(pd) ju(k2 -q2)sin(qd) 

•(Xk2 +Ap2 +2jup2\cos(pd) -2ijukq cos (qd) # 
= 0 . (2.23) 

To find the nonzero solutions of Ai and B\, we require the determinant of the 

coefficient matrix to be vanished. So 

det 
-2i/ukpsin(pd) ju(k2 -q2)sm.{qd) 

-\?ik2 +Ap2 +2jup2 )cos(pd) -2ijukq cos (qd) 
= 0 (2.24) 

4juk2pq sin (pd) cos (qd) = 

(k2 -q2)(M2 +Ap2 + 2jup2)sm(qd)cos(pd) , 
(2.25) 

or 

sin (qd) cos (pd) _ 4juk2pq 

sin(pd)cos(qd) (lk2 +Xp2 +2jup2)(k2 -q2) 

4k2qpju tan(qd) _ 

\an(pd) ~ (M2+ Xpl + 2up1 )(k2-q2) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

Equation (2.26) can also be found by using the boundary condition z = -d in (2.21) 

and (2.22). The denominator on the right-hand-side of (2.27) can be further 

simplified as 
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Xk2 + Xp2 + 2//p2 = X(k2+p2) + 2^p2 = (pc2
L - 2//)(£2 + p2) + 2pip2 

= pc2
L(k2 + p2}-2fik2 = pco2 -2pc)k2 

( „i 

PC2. ^-2k2yPc2(q
2-k2) 

Substituting (2.28) into (2.27), we obtain 

(2.28) 

tan(^d) 4k2pq 
2\2 tan(pd) (q -kz) 

(2.29) 

Equation (2.29) is known as Rayleigh-Lamb dispersion equation for the symmetric 

modes. The dispersion equation provides the phase velocity information of each 

frequency component. It is common to plot the phase velocities versus the product of 

frequency and thickness (f*d). Due to the periodicity K of the tangent function, 

higher symmetric wave modes are possible and are denoted by SO, SI, 52,..., where 5* 

implies the symmetric modes. 

2.1.2 Antisymmetric modes 

Similarly for antisymmetric modes, 

<f> = Ax sin(pz) , (2.30) 

y/ = B2cos(qz) , (2.31) 

and thus 

u - ikAx sin(pz) - qB2 sin(qz) , (2.32) 

w = pAx cos(pz) - ikB2 cos(qz) , (2.33) 

Tzx = y. \_2ikpAx cos(pz) + (k2 -q2)B2 cos(qz)~] , (2.34) 

Tzz = -X(k2 + q2)Ax sin(pz) - 2ju[_p2Ax sm(pz) - ikqB2 sin(^z)] . (2.35) 
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The two unknowns A\ and B2 can be solved by the boundary conditions at z = d: 

a^ = 2i/jkpAl cos(pd) + fj,(k2 - q2)B2 cos(qd) = 0 , (2.36) 

and 

azz =-(Ak2+/Lp2+2jup2)Alsin(pd) + 2i/ukqB2cos(qd) = 0 . (2.37) 

Following the same procedure for symmetric modes, we obtain 

tan(g<0= (q2-k2)2 

tm(pd) 4k2pq 

which is the Rayleigh-Lamb dispersion equation for antisymmetric mode. Higher 

order modes of antisymmetric modes are denotes by AO, A\, A2,..., where A implies 

the symmetric modes. 

2.2 Guided wave propagation in fluid-filled cylinders 

Guided wave propagating in a cylinder is a complex phenomenon. There are 

three possible guided wave modes traveling along the axis of the cylinders: 

longitudinal, torsional and flexural modes (Rose, 1999). The longitudinal and 

torsional modes are axisymmetric modes, but the flexural modes are antisymmetric 

modes. Guided wave propagation in hollow cylinders such as shells and pipes has 

been studied by many investigators (Copper and Naghdi, 1957; Gazis, 1959; Graff, 

1975; Rose, 1999; Kundu, 2003). Guided wave propagation in fluid-filled cylinder 

was also fruitfully investigated (Kumar, 1971; Lowe, 1995; Elvira-Segura, 2000) 

especially in borehole geophysics (Peterson, 1973; Randall and Stanke, 1988; Sinha, 

etal, 1992). 

A cylindrical tube model with inner and outer radii, a and b, respectively was 

considered in this study (Figure 2.3). The wall thickness is h (h=b-a). The tube 
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material has density pc, longitudinal wave velocity cL c and shear wave velocity cs c, 

where the subscript "c" denotes cylinder. The tube is filled with fluid with density 

pf, longitudinal wave velocity cLf where the subscript " / ' denotes fluid. The wave 

speeds are related to the elastic constants by 

where Xc and pc are the Lame's constants of the solid and Xf is the bulk modulus of 

the fluid. 

Figure 2.3 Geometry of a fluid-filled cylindrical tube. 

The equation of motion for an isotropic elastic equation is (A. 19) 
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2-r d'u 2 -p ^ = (A + //)V(V-w) + //V2w 
dt 

(2.40) 

where the displacement field u is given by (A.20) and (A.21) 

u=V0 + VxH . (2.41) 

The scalar potential <j> and the vector potential H satisfy the wave equation (A.25) 

and (A.28), respectively 

V > = i ay 
c2 dt2 (2.42) 

and 

72r- l 5 ^ v^/f = • 
c2 dr2 (2.43) 

Let ^ and H = (Hr,Hd,Hz) take the following forms in the cylindrical 

coordinates (Gazis, 1959; Pavlakovic and Lowe, 2001) 

and 

</) = f(r) cos nO cos {cot + kz) , 

Hr = hr (r) sin nO sin (tftf + kz) , 

Hg =hg(r) cos nO sm.{cot + kz) , 

Hz = hz (r) sin nO cos {at + kz) . 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

Substituting (2.44)-(2.47) in (2.42) and (2.43), expressing the Laplacian in 

cylindrical coordinates (see Appendix B) and simplifying yield 

dr2 r dr 

f 2 
CO -k2 f = o (2.48) 
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d2h 1 dh 1 

and 

We define 

and 

+ - ^ + \(-n\+2nhe-hr)-k
2hr+^Thr=0 

dr2 r dr r 

d2ha 1 dh, 1 
+ L + —r(-n2hg+2nhr-hg)-k

2h0+-^-hd =0 
dr r dr r 

82h 1 dh n-

—t+ 
dr r dr 

\=^(K-K) 

h2=-(hr+he) . 

(co2 

\cs 
-k2 h=0 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

The second-order partial differential equations governing hi and hi can be found by 

subtracting (2.49) from (2.50) and adding (2.49) and (2.50) 

\=0 , (2.54) 
d2\ J. dh^ 

and 

dr r dr 

d2h, Idh, 

dr2 r dr 

„2 " 

( ±4~* ̂ = 0 (2.55) 

Equations (2.48), (2.51), (2.54), and (2.55) are the Bessel's equations (Appendix C) 

Bn,qr(hz) = 0 , 

Bn+Ur{K) = Q , 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

and 
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^W(M = 0 (2.59) 

where 

p2=^-k2 and q2=^r-k2 . (2.60) 
CL CS 

The general solutions to equations (2.56) through (2.59) are (Appendix C) 

f = 4Z„(pr) + BlWH(pr) , (2.61) 

h2=A2Z„(qr) + B2Wn(qr) , (2.62) 

hl=A3Zn+l(qr) + B3Wn+l(qr) , (2.63) 

and 

h.^AZ^q^ + BW^qr) (2.64) 

where 

P = \P\> Q = \i\ ' (2-65) 

and A\, B\, A2, B2, A3, B3, A, and B are the unknown coefficients. Depending on 

whether p or q is real or imaginary, the functions Z„ and W„ will be the Bessel or 

modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind. Table 2.1 provides the 

classification. The coefficients have physical meaning. The coefficients A\,Ai, and 

A-x, represent the downgoing P, ST and SH waves while the coefficients B\, B2, and #3 

represent the upgoing P, ST and SH waves. 

The gauge invariance principle implies that the displacement field corresponding 

to an equivoluminal potential field can be derived by a combination of the other two 

equivoluminal potentials (Gazis, 1959; Lowe, 2001). Thus we set /?2 = 0 and obtain 

hr=-he=\ . (2.66) 
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Therefore, only three radially dependent variables,/, hi and hz are required to describe 

the scalar potential </> and the vector potential H in Equations (2.44)-(2.47). 

Equations (2.61)-(2.63) describe the general solutions of solids in cylindrical 

coordinates. For the fluid tube, since the fluid does not support shear motion, only 

acoustic or longitudinal wave is possible and the solution takes the following form 

ff=A4Z„(pfr) + B,Wn(pfr) (2.67) 

2 

where p2
f =— k2 and pf = \p\ . When the inner radius of the cylinder is very 

CL,f 

small, the second term will go to infinity (Kumar, 1972; Sinha, et al, 1992). 

limW(prr)->-«> . (2.68) 

Table 2.1 Choice of the functions Z„ and W„ (Gazis, 1959; Rose, 1999; Pavlakovic 

and Lowe, 2001). Equation (2.60) defines p2 and q2. 

whenp2,q2> 0 

r,=i 

y2=l 

Zn(pr) = Jn(pr) 

Wn{pr) = Yn{pr) 

zn (v) = J„ {qr) 

K{qr) = Yn{qr) 

when/?2 < 0, q2 > 0 

r,—1 

r2=i 

Z
n{Pr) = In{pr) 

Wn{pr) = Kn{pr) 

Z„(qr) = Jn(qr) 

Wn(qr) = Yn{qr) 

0 "J 

when/? , q < 0 

r,=-i 

r2=-i 

z
n(pr)=IApr) 

W„{pr) = Kn(pr) 

zn{qr) = h{qr) 

Wn(qr) = KH(qr) 

This is physically not permissible because the solution should be bounded. Thus we 

set 2?4 = 0 (Kumar, 1972; Sinha, et al, 1992). This implies that only downgoing 
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longitudinal wave exist and the upgoing longitudinal wave is ignored. This is a valid 

assumption because the reflections from the deeper portion of the tube are very weak 

and can be ignored. 

Now we have seven unknown constants A\, B\, A2, #2, A3, B3, and A*. To 

determine the seven unknowns implicit in (2.61)-(2.63) and (2.68), seven boundary 

conditions are required. The required boundary conditions involve three stress 

components Trr, Tr0, Tn and the normal displacement component urr (Gazis, 1959; 

Sinha et al, 1992; Rose, 1999): 

T„U=0 , (2.69) 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

(2.72) 

(2.73) 

(2.74) 

and 

T 
1r6 

T 
rz 

T 
rr 

T 
1r6 

T 
rz 

u 
rr 

U=o 
U=o 

1 =T 

U=o 

U=o 

1 = u 
\r=a+ rr 

? 

• 

U„-

? 

9 

u 

5 

(2.75) 

The first three boundary conditions (2.69)-(2.71) describe the stress-free conditions at 

the outer surface. Equation (2.72) requires that the normal stresses are continuous at 

the solid and liquid interface. The '+' indicates that interface is approached from the 

solid side and the '-' indicates that the interface is approached from fluid side. 

Equations (2.73) and (2.74) state that the shear stress vanishes in the fluid. The last 

boundary condition (2.75) describes the normal displacements are continuous at the 

inner surface. 

By expressing the displacement ii defined by equation (2.41) in cylindrical 

coordinates as ii = (ur,ue,u2) (Achenbach, 1975, pp.73-74): 
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d</> 1 dH dH„ 

ue = 

dr r dO dz 

1 d<j> dHr dHz 
- + -r dO dz dr 

_8<f> 1 d(Her) \dHr -+-
dz r dr r d6 

(2.76) 

(2.77) 

(2.78) 

and replacing the potentials by equations (2.44)-(2.47), the stress components of solid 

take the following form (Appendix B.2) 

= K 

du„ f dur 1 du„ ur du, \ „ 
—r- + e- + ̂ +—z- +2juc — 
dr r d6 r dz J dr 

f&*\ <?V 1<¥ d2<j>) 
^dr r do r dr dz J 

d2</>+\ d2Hz 1 dHz d2Hg 

dr2 r2 drdd r2 d6 drdz 

xy</>+2Mc 
d2(j> 1 d2Hz I dHz d2Hs 

dr2 r2 drdO r2 dO drdz 

= \-^(p2
c+k2)fc+2juc /:+ n 1 \ 

K—K 
r J 

+ kh[ >cos«^cos(«/ + fe) 

(2.79) 

Tre = Mc 

(due u0 1 du, \ 

dr r dG 
(n Pi2A n PiA A2H 1 XU A2U 1 3 U 1 rff/ U 2 H ^ 2 dy 2 d(f> d2Hr 1 dHz d2Hz \dHz 1 dzHz 1 dlHe 

r drdQ r2 dd drdz r dz dr2 r dr r2 dO2 r dGdz 
( 

= ~Mc 
2n fc+ — f: + 2h: + q2hz +

 (n + l)khl-kfAsmn0cos((Dt + kz) 

(2.80) 

and 
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„ (dur du. 

Mc 

dz dr J 

aV 1 d2Hz d2He d2([> ]_dH±_H± d2H9 1 d2Hr 1 dHr 

drdz r dzdO dz2 drdz r dr r2 dr2 r drdO r2 89 

=-tiA2kre+jkhM + 
n(n +1) \ n 

J r 
+ k2-q2 hl+—h[\cosn6sm.[cot + kz) 

(2.81) 

where the prime and double primes denote first and second derivatives with respect to 

the radial variable r. In order to derive equation (2.80), we use the following equality 

CO 
</> = -Xc(p

2+k2)<t> (2.82) 

where equations (2.42), (2.44) and (2.60) are consulted. In equations (2.79) and 

(2.80), the Bessel's equations 

and 

d2\ l_a^ 

dr2 r dr 

d2K 1 dh. 

(n + l) 
2 \ 

2 /z,=0 (2.83) 

(J \ 

dr r dr 
n 2 h=0 (2.84) 

J 

are used. The stress component of fluid is similar to (2.79) without the shear term 

T/r = \-Af (p2f+k2)ffj cos nQ cos {cot + kz) . 

The displacement components urr of solid and fluid are, respectively, 

(2.85) 

u< =<ty+L&L-&![£.Jf> + lh +kh)cosnOcos(cot+ kz) , (2.86) 
" dr r dG dz V r z ^) V ' 
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and 

uf
rr = — = f'f cos nO cos {cot + kz) (2.87) 

Using the stress components given by (2.79) - (2.81) and (2.85), the displacement 

components, (2.86) and (2.87), and ignoring the harmonic term, the seven boundary 

conditions (2.69) - (2.75) can be posed in the following forms: 

*c(p
2
c+k2)fc-2Mc f»+!h>-JLhz+kK 

r r 
= 0 , 

r=b 

Mc 

Mc 

In . In „ . , „ 2, , , , (n + l)k 
-—fc + — /c' + 2h"z + q]hz - kh[ + i '— \ = 0 , 

•=b 

2kf^ — hz+k\+-h[ + 
r r 

H(H + 1) 
2 "c \ = o , 

r=b 

\{p2
c+k2)fc-2Mc 

r r 
=Af(Pj+e)ffl_a_ 

Mc 

2n . 2n ,, . , , 2, „ , (n + l)k 
-—fc+—f: + 2K + q]hz - kh[ + ̂  '— = 0 , 

Mc 2kf:+—hz+k2hx+-h[+ 
r r 

n(n + i) , 
2 gc 

(2.88) 

(2.89) 

(2.90) 

, (2.91) 

(2.92) 

(2.93) 

and 

n 
r • • / ; 

(2.94) 

Expressing/, hi, hz, and fj in terms of the Bessel functions defined by (2.61) - (2.63) 

and (2.67) gives 
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\(p2
c+k2)[AlZn(pcr) + BlWn(pcr)]-

2„c |[4Z„" (pcr) + BxW:{pcr)\ + ±[A,Z'n (qcr) + B2W;(qcr)] -

^[AZn(^) + B2Wn (qcr)] + k[A3Z'n+l (qcr) + B3W;+i (qcr)]\ = 0 

(2.95) 

r=b 

2[AZ"n (fa) + B2W:(qcr)] + q) [A2Zn (qcr) + B2W„ {qcr)] -

k[^Zil(qer) + B3W^(qer)] + 

^^-{M^ (fa) + B3Wn+x (qcr)y = 0 

(2.96) 

r=b 

nk\ 
r //c |244z:(A0+^;(^)]+v[^z«(^)+5a^(^)] 

^AZUl^ + B^dr)] 

+ 

n(n + i) 2 „2 
+ kz-q [A3Zn+l{qcr) + B3Wn{qcr)]\ 

r=b 

(2.97) 

2/ic|4z;(Ao+^;(AO+7[^:ao+52^;ao]-
4 [ > Z « (fa) + B2Wn (lr)] + k[AZ'n+l (qcr) + B3W;+l (qcr)]} = 0 , 

(2.98) 
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2[A2Z
n

n (qcr) + B2W:(qcr)\ + q] [A2Z„ (qcr) + B2Wn (qcr)] -

k[AZ'n+l (qcr) + BJT^ (qcr)] + i^^[A3Zn+l (£,) + B3Wn+1 (qcr)] ' 

and 

nk\ 
r 

^|2^[4Z:(^/) + JB1̂ (Ar)] + -f[^Z„(ir) + 52^(ir)] + 

ffc±H + Jk^' [AZn+l(qcr) + B3Wn{qcr)] = 0 

4Z:(ps) + Blw;(ps) + ±A2Zn(ps) + -B2Wm(per) + 

kA,Zn (pcr) + kB3Wn {pcr\__a = A,Z'n (pfr) 

(2.99) 

(2.100) 

(2.101) 

The set of seven equations defined by (2.95) - (2.101) can be cast in a matrix form 

fn, A, A, D,A A< A< a '12 ^ 1 3 14 '15 -^16 

'51 

'61 ^ 6 2 "^63 "^64 65 

'17 

27 Ai A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A 
Ai A2 As A4 A5 A6 AT 
A41 A42 A43 A44 A45 A46 A 
a , A , A , A , A« A . A 

47 

52 -^53 ^ 5 4 ^ 5 5 "^56 ^ 5 7 

ZX, A „ A « A, , A « A , , A '66 "*̂ 67 

A71 A72 A73 A74 A75 A76 A7. 

\ 

J 

(A) 
Bx 

A 
B2 

A 
B3 

\A) 

= 0 (2.102) 

where the element Dy are defined by Equations (D.l) - (D.49) in Appendix D. In 

order to obtain nonzero solutions for the unknowns [Av BVA2, B2,A3, B3, A4] , we 

require the determinant of coefficient matrix to be zero, which is 
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|Dj = o,(/,y = i...7) . (2.103) 

Equation (2.103) dictates the dispersion curves for three guided wave modes: 

longitudinal modes: L (0, m), m=l, 2, 3 , . . . ; 

torsional modes: 7(0, m); m=l, 2, 3 , . . . ; 

and 

flexural modes: F(n, m),n= 1,2,3,... and m = l,2,3, .... 

The first two modes are axisymmetric and the other is non-axisymmetric. The 

particle polarization of the longitudinal modes is in the (r, z) plane. The polarization 

of the torsional modes is confined to the 6 direction. For flexural modes, the 

polarization vector is along all three directions. Both the experimental configuration 

and the transducer-wedge systems considered in this work emphasize longitudinal 

guided wave modes. There is no torsional wave. The flexural modes, if there is any, 

will be extremely weak (Zemanek, 1971; Silk and Bainton, 1979; Rose, 1999). Thus 

we consider n - 0 and the longitudinal modes. If n - 0, then the equation (2.103) can 

be decomposed as the product of subdeterminants (Appendix D.2) as 

where 

D = 

A, A , A< A '12 15 

'31 '32 35 

'41 '42 45 

'61 62 65 

'71 

= D.D2 

'72 75 

Di = 

'16 

A, D„ A„ A '36 

'46 

A„ D„ A„ A '66 

'76 

Ai Dn As A 
A, D„ A , A 

16 

'31 '32 35 '36 

'41 '42 45 '46 

A, D„ A„ A '61 62 65 '66 

A, A , A< A< A '47 

A„ A„ A . A , A '77 

A, A , A« A , A 

A , A '23 

'53 

'47 

0 

A. A2 As A6 A 77 

24 

D„ A 54 

(2.104) 

(2.105) 
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and 

D2 = 
As A4 

A3 A4 

(2.106) 

The solutions of Di = 0 and D2 = 0 corresponding to the longitudinal and torsional 

modes respectively. In our work, we focus on the solutions of longitudinal modes and 

the coefficients can be found in Appendix D. 

2.3 From elasticity to anelasticity 

Ultrasound traveling through materials or bone will experience absorption and 

scattering. Both mechanisms will give rise to attenuation phenomenon such as 

diminishing amplitude and pulse boarding. In this work, material absorption was 

considered. To numerically simulate dispersion curves, material absorption can be 

introduced by making the wave speed, c, complex 

C'elastic ~ * C'anelasttc ~ , ( 2 . 1 U / J 

k 

When the wave speed is complex, either frequency or wave number is complex. In 

ultrasound application, the wavenumber is assumed to be complex and the frequency 

real (Lowe, 1995). 

Consider a plane wave along the x direction 

u = G(f)ei{h!-a") (2.108) 

where G(f) is the source function. For absorption medium, the wavenumber is 

complex 

k = kreal+ia (2.109) 
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where kreal is the real part of the wavenumber, a is the attenuation coefficient in 

Nepers per wavelength or dB per traveling distance and i2 = - 1 . Substituting (2.109) 

into (2.108) yields 

u = G(f)e-axe'(kx-°") (2.110) 

27Tf 

terms of (2.110), the wave speed can be written as 

where each frequency component,/, travels with the phase velocity, c hase = ——. In 
k. 

c = _ ^ _ = - ^ = _ ^ (2111) 

lk_ k. 

The constant damping loss model (Laster, et al, 1965; Nayfeh and Chimenti, 1981; 

Lowe, 1995) used in (2.109) indicates that the loss per unit distance traveled increases 

linearly with frequency. 

2.4 Calculating the dispersion curves 

Guided waves propagate in plates and cylinders in various modes. Each mode 

can have higher order existence. Each mode travels at a distinct phase velocity which 

varies with frequency. Plots of phase velocity versus frequency are known as 

dispersion curves. Studying of dispersion curves is fundamental to the investigation 

of guided waves. 

Equations (2.29) and (2.38) describe the dispersion relationship for guide wave 

modes in plates. Equation (2.103) provides a complex set of equations to compute 

the dispersion curves for fluid-filled cylinders. Numerical procedures are available to 

find the solutions numerically. In this study, a commercial software package, 

DISPERSE (v.2.0.16B) was used to simulate the dispersion curves. The software was 
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developed by Pavlakovic and Lowe (2001) of Department of Mechanical Engineering 

at Imperical College and was widely used for non-destructive testing. 

Given the model parameters, there are three possible signed values of the 

imaginary part of the wavenumbers k = kreal + ikimag (Rose, 1999, pp.111) 

* * « < 0 , (2.H2) 

* * * = 0 , (2-113) 

and 

k^>0 . (2.114) 
imag 

Equation (2.112) describes an exponentially growing wave with distance, which has 

not been physically observed and mathematically not permissible. Therefore the only 

solutions are kt > 0. 
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Chapter 3 

Spectral Estimation of Ultrasound Signals 

Fourier analysis is a powerful tool to study the frequency content of continuous 

time signals. For time signals of finite length, efficient algorithms based on discrete 

finite transform (DFT) were developed (Naidu, 1995). Estimation of the power 

spectrum density (PSD) of a stationary time series is an important application of 

Fourier transform. There are two ways to compute the PSD. The first approach is 

generally known as periodogram analysis and based on the direct Fourier 

transformation of the time series. The second approach is to estimate the 

autocovariance of the time series and obtain a Fourier transformation of the estimate. 

Many textbooks such as Stearns and Hush (1990) and Oppenheim, et al (1999) 

provide a good description of the methods. In this chapter, a brief review of the 

periodogram-based method is provided. A parametric approach, commonly known as 

autoregressive method to estimate PSD by fitting data regressively is presented. 

3.1 Periodogram method 

Considering a jV-point discrete time signal, x„, n=0, 1, 2, ... iV-1 with sampling 

interval At, the signal has been filtered by a bandpass filter to eliminate aliasing. The 

Fourier transform of the time signal can be written as 

l ( f f l ) = X x ( « ) e ^ (3.1) 
n=0 
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where t = nAt and the frequency,/and the angular frequency are related by co = 2nf 

_i 

is given by (Lim, 1990, pp. 354) 

The Nyquist frequency is given by fNyquist = ̂ 77 . The power spectrum density, P(co) 

P(a>) = Mx(a>f . (3.2) 
N 

For a 2-D discrete data set, x(z,f) where the space variable is z = mAz and Az is 

the spatial sampling interval, the 2-D Fourier representation of x(z,i) is 

*(«,*) = X X x C V K 7 ^ (3.3) 

where k is the spatial frequency or wavenumber in unit cycles per meter. The 

wavenumber and the wavelength, A of the signal are related by k = — and 

kNVauist = • T h e 2~D PSD estimation is (Lim, 1990, pp.362) 
2Az 

P(a>,k) = YJj\X(a>,k)\2 . (3.4) 

The resulting estimate based on (3.4) is called the periodogram. The estimate is not 

good because the variance does not decrease to zero as the window length increases. 

However by windowing and averaging, a good estimate can be obtained (Oppenheim, 

etal, 1999). 

The smoothing window used is a Hamming window with the following \-D 

representation (Oppenheim, et al, 1999) 
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)̂ (rc) = 0.54-0.46cos 2K— 
v Nj 

, 0<n<N (3.5) 

where the window length, L is JV+1. The choice of window length is very subjective. 

Bigger window length will provide more smoothing and thus lose resolution. Figure 

3.1 shows three Hamming windows of L= 7, 11 and 15. The 2-D Hamming window 

is 

Win,,^ 0.54-0.46cos '2*V 
V NJ 

0.54-0.46 cos ( l ^ 
N 

, O^Hp^iV. (3.6) 

An 11x11 2-D Hamming window is displayed in Figure 3.2 which can be obtained 

by revolving the \-D Hamming window around the vertical axis. 

In summary, to obtain an unbiased periodogram estimate, we calculate the PSD or 

periodogram and convolve the periodogram with a 2-D Hamming window. 

3.2 Autoregressive (AR) estimation 

Consider a linear stationary process whose output from a linear filter is the input 

of the past value of the process 

xt = #x,_, + <f>2x,_2 ••• + <ppxt_p + e, (3.7) 

where e( is the random noise. The process defined by (3.7) is an autoregressive 

process of order/?, or, more precisely, mAR process of order p. Consider a backward 

shift parameter P 

pxt — xt_x, p xt — xt_2, • • •, p xt — xt_n (3.8) 
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Equation (3.7) can be written as 

Xt ~ </>lXt-\ ~ AX<-2 <f>pXt-p = S, 

(l-M-*1fi
2—-W')x,=el 

or 

where 

Thus 

<t>(p)x,=£t 

7=1 

Xt=W)£,=rl{/3)£l 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

From equation (3.13), the AR process can be thought of a stochastic process in which 

the output xt from a linear filter with transfer function (f)~x (/?) when the input is 

white noise et. 

The PSD of the AR process is (Jenkins and Watts, 1968; Priestley, 1981) 

P(a>) = 

i-2>/ rJ<° 

7=1 

(3.14) 

where the expectation value of et is 

* ( « . ' ) - <T„ (3.15) 

In the studies of bone mimicking phantoms and bovine bones, the number of time 

series acquired is restricted by the topographic condition of the samples. A flat 

surface is required to place the transducers. The possible number of signal channels 
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is 50 or 64 depending upon the spatial spacing interval. The Fourier transform of the 

time series in the time domain is not a problem because each signal has 4000 data 

points without having recourse to zero-padding. However, in the spatial direction 

where the transducer is moving away from the transmitting transducer (referring to 

Figure 4.1(c), there are, say at a fixed time, 50 or 64 spatial points for Fourier 

transform. The spatial series requires heavy zero-padding to obtain a good 

representation in the wavenumber or &-space. The AR method provides an alternative 

method to compute the spectral estimation. 

The AR method has been extensively applied in borehole geophysics to determine 

phase velocities of sonic waves (McClellan, 1986; Lang, et al 1987). One of the 

important factors in the method is to determine the optimal order, p, for the data set at 

hands. A small order will result in too much smoothing and the spectral estimate will 

be coarse because some spectral peaks will be missed. However, too large an order 

will introduce noise into the estimation (Kay and Marple, 1981). It has been 

suggested (Lang, et al, 1987; Tsang and Rader, 1979; Kurkjian, 1985; Mclellan, 1986; 

Hsu and Esmersoy, 1992) that the range of p lies with p e ~M~-M 
4 2 

, where M is 

the number of time series. 

To illustrate the idea, we estimated the PSD of bone data using AR technique. 

The data was acquired from an ultrasound investigation of a bovine tibia (Figure 4.15) 

and more details about the acquisition will be provided in Chapter 4. There are 50 

measurement records, each of which has 4000 points with 0.05 /us sampling interval. 

Each record was acquired at 1 mm spatial interval. Figure 3.3(a) shows the 

periodogram. The result shows four energy clusters with the first two being the 

strongest. Figures 3.3(b) - (d) show the AR estimates of the PSD. In Figure 3(b), the 

low order (/?=1.5) AR result shows the first three clusters but fails to identify the small 

and high frequency cluster. With the AR order increasing, more energy information 

appears in the spectral image. Figure 3.3(c) and (d) show the AR estimates with order 

25 and 40. The high order AR results were able to identify the small cluster at high 
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frequency. To examine the accuracy of estimation further, we compared a ^-spectra 

at a fixed, say 0.375 MHz using periodogram and AR technique. Figure 3.4(a) 

displays the spectral curves normalized by periodogram. The AR results provide a 

good estimate of the peak location but fail to approximate the peak amplitude 

accurately. The low order p-15 AR estimation only accounts to 30% of the peak; 

while the high order p=40 accounts to 75% of the peak. Significant amount of energy 

was lost in the AR technique. Figure 3.4 (b) shows the self-normalized spectral curves. 

As shown, the location of the peak was accurately located at 120 cycles/meter. The 

bandwidth was poorly estimated. However, the results show that the AR technique is 

an alternative method to estimate the PSD of the signals. Higher order is required to 

provide an accurate estimation and there is a trade-off between accuracy and 

computation efficiency. 

The study in AR process is limited to this chapter. This method and its application 

has the capabilities to be extended in future researches. 
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Figure 3.3 Power spectral densities: (a) periodogram; (b) AR estimation of 
p=\5; (c) AR estimation of/?=25; (d) AR estimation of/?=40. 
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of ^-spectra at 0.375 MHz from Figure 3.3 (a)-(d): (a) 
Spectra normalized by the maximum value of the spectrum from 
periodogram; (b) self-normalized spectra. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Studies of Ultrasound Propagation in 

Phantom and Bovine Tibia1 

In most works, long bone was usually modeled by a free plate (Moilanen, et al, 

2006 and 2007; Protopappas, et al, 2006) bounded below and above by air or a plate 

overlying water, which mimics marrow (Lee and Yoon, 2004). Lamb modes such as 

A0, SO and S2 have been observed in experimental data (Lefebvre, et al, 2002; 

Nicholson, et al, 2002; Protopappas, et al, 2006; Tatarinov, et al, 2005). Lamb wave 

theory provides a simplistic model to understand interaction of guided waves with 

bone tissues. Long bones are effectively irregular cylindrical tubes filled with 

marrow. Since marrow has much larger acoustic impedance than air, the transmission 

coefficient of the interface between bone and marrow is larger than that between bone 

and air. Leakage of energy within the cortex into the underlying marrow might cause 

strong attenuation and dispersion. Based on this argument, free plate theory will 

perhaps underestimate the effects of the underlying marrow on the dispersion 

characteristics (Lefebvre, et al, 2002; Ta, et al, 2007). Ta, et al (2007) first reported 

to apply cylindrical longitudinal guided waves to describe the ultrasonic wave 

propagation in bone. In their study, low-order longitudinal guided wave modes were 

reported in bovine tibia. However, their result was based on a hollow cylindrical tube 

model and the influence of marrow was ignored. 

To illustrate an example, we simulated the dispersion curves for a liquid-filled 

cylinder and a free plate. We chose the parameters relevant to the bone specimen 

used in this thesis. The parameters of the bone model are listed in Table 4.1 (Kaye 

and Laby, 1995; Wu and Cubberley, 1997). The model was elastic. For the cylinder, 

the ratio of the wall thickness to outer radius was 8.9:16.8. Figure 4.1(a) shows the 

1 Part of the results has been submitted for publication. 
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phase velocity dispersion curves of the first thirteen longitudinal guided wave modes 

for a range of frequency-thickness product (fd) from 0 to 9 MHz-mm where d refers 

to the thickness of the cortical layer. All modes except the lowest mode, L(0,1) have 

cutoff frequencies. At large fd values, the high-order modes converge to the shear 

velocity of the cortical layer, while the low-order modes converge to the Raleigh 

velocity, VR which is approximately given by Viktorov (1967): 

0.87 + 1.12cr 

l + <7 

v,2 - 2 v 2 

where a = —f2^ ^ is the Poisson's ratio. In this case, the velocity of Rayleigh 

wave is vR~ 1839 m/s. All works reported so far with relevance to guided wave 

investigation in long bones fall below 2.5 MHz-mm (Lefebvre, et al, 2002; Nicholson, 

et al, 2002; Protopappas, et al, 2006; Ta, et al, 2006; Tatarinov, et al, 2005). In our 

work, our fd range of investigation is between 3 and 7 MHz-mm. Figure 4.1(b) 

shows the phase velocity dispersion curves of the first four symmetric and five anti

symmetric Lamb modes for a free elastic plate. The plate was 8.9 mm thick. At very 

large fd, the modes are expected to asymptotically approach v^ or vR. However, at 

low and mid fd ranges, the dispersion curves between the two geometrical models are 

significantly different. Since long bone is an irregular cylindrical tube filled with 

marrow, a cylindrical tube model is much closer to approximate long bone. 

4.1 Experimental setup and materials 

4.1.1 Experimental setup and data acquisition 

An axial transmission experiment was set up as shown in Figure 4.2(a). Two 

angle beam transducers (Panametrics C548, Waltham, MA) with center frequency of 

1 MHz were affixed to the wedges (Panametrics ABWM-7T-70°, Waltham, MA). 
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The angle of the wedge is the shear wave transmitted angle in steel. The transducer-

wedge system was positioned collinearly on the phantom and bone surface where the 

ultrasound gel was used as coupling agent. One system was a transmitter and the 

other a receiver. The transmitter was energized by a Panametrics 5800 P/R 

(Panametrics, Waltham, MA) with bandwidth from 50 KHz to 35 MHz. The incident 

angle of compressional wave was 51°. Figures 4.2(b) and (c) show the transducer 

system positions on phantom and bone samples. Consistent pressure was applied to 

the transmitter and receiver during measurement. The initial transmitter-receiver 

separation or offset was 24 mm measuring from their centers. The receiver was 

moved away from the transmitter by 1 mm interval and measurement was made at 

each spacing increment. Due to the wedge, the signals are delayed by a constant 14.6 

/us as compared to signals recorded without a wedge. The constant time was obtained 

by dividing the path ultrasound travels within the wedge (2x19.5 mm) by the 

compressional velocity (2680 m/s) of the wedge. The signal detected by the receiver 

was digitized by and displayed on a 200 MHz digital storage oscilloscope (LeCroy 

422 WaveSurfer, Chestnut Ridge, NY). To increase signal-to-noise ratio, the 

digitized waveform was stored in the internal memory and continuously averaged 128 

times. The signal was further decimated to 4000 samples with sample interval of 0.05 

jus. The recorded signals made up a distance-time (x-t) matrix of amplitudes or an x-t 

echogram. 

4.1.2 Phantom specimen 

A commercial nylon tube (NYLATRON GS, Johnston Industrial Plastics Ltd, 

Edmonton Canada) filled with water was used as a long bone phantom in this study. 

The solid tube and water mimic cortical bone and marrow respectively. Both ends of 

the tube were stopped by rubber stoppers. The tube is 66 cm long; the wall thickness 

is 7.80 mm; the inner diameter is 22.92 mm. Figure 4.3 displays the image of 

phantom. The region of measurement is 88 mm long. 
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4.1.3 Bone specimen 

A bovine tibia was used in this study. The overlying tissues of the tibia were 

removed. The tibia was cut by a band saw to keep the mid-shaft portion. Figure 4.4 

shows an x-ray computed tomographic image of the specimen reconstructed by a 

Siemens Sensation 16 slice CT system. Bone thickness was obtained from the image 

using measuring software in a CT reviewing station. The region of interest shown in 

Figure 4.4 is a reasonably flat surface for the measurement and is 74 mm long. The 

average cortical wall thickness within the region is 8.90 mm and the inner diameter is 

15.80 mm. 

4.2 Discussion of Experimental Results 

4.2.1 Phantom data 

Sixty-four measurements were obtained along the mid section of the tube at 1 mm 

spacing interval. The dataset was stored in a 64 x 4000 matrix. The total duration of 

each measurement was 200 [is but only 100 pis of data was plotted. Figure 4.5(a) 

shows the x-t echogram of all 64 measurements with a 1 mm spacing interval. The 

amplitudes were not scaled and thus represented the true amplitudes among 

measurements. Strong bulk waves such as first arrival signals (FAS) are evident at 

near offsets from 24 mm around 26 JUS to 40 mm around 30 us. The signals are 

transient and decay rapidly with distance after 40 mm offset. To display late arrival 

signals (LAS) and signals at large offset, we normalized the signals individually by its 

maximum value. Figure 4.5(b) shows the self-normalized echogram. At offset larger 

than 40 mm, the LAS are dominated by the highly dispersive wave trains, which are 

characteristic of waveguide. 

We computed three theoretical arrival time curves: bulk compressional wave, 

bulk shear wave, and Raleigh wave. Compressional and shear velocities used are 

provided in Table 4.2. Raleigh wave velocity is given by equation (4.1). The arrival 

times were calculated by dividing distance traveled by elastic velocity. The traveling 
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distance was the shortest path from the transmitter to the receiver. A constant of 14.6 

jus was also added to the results to account for the traveling time within the two 

wedges. Figure 4.6 shows the x-t echogram of sixteen measurements with a 4 mm 

spacing interval and the three travel time curves. All three waves are clearly seen at 

small offset. The theoretical travel times underestimate the signals because 

absorption mechanism delayed the signals in bone. Bulk compressional wave 

reflection and multiple reflections are significant after the bulk longitudinal wave. At 

large offset, the bulk shear and the Raleigh waves are less visible due to the 

interference by guided waves. To reduce the influence of bulk waves in our guided 

wave analysis, we muted the first 6 fis from the onset of each record. Figure 4.7(a) 

shows the cut off the muting window. Figure 4.7(b) shows the time signals after 

muting. 

The 2-D periodogram shown in Figure 4.8 is an estimator of the power spectral 

density of the data. The figure shows four distinct energy clusters above -4 dB 

peaking around 210 kHz (PI), 320 kHz (P2), 480 kHz (P3) and 500 kHz (P4) with the 

first two being the strongest. We refer the four clusters as PI, P2, P3 and P4 for 

discussion purpose where "P" stands for phantom. Considering the input frequency 

was 1.0 MHz, the high frequencies were significantly attenuated. 

To obtain the phase velocity of wave propagation in phantom, the spectra of the 

periodogram are mapped from frequency-wavenumber (f-k) domain to frequency-

phase velocity (f-c) domain by using the following expression: 

D(f,c) =/>(/ ,* = 2*//c) (4.2) 

where D(f,c) is the spectral in frequency-phase velocity domain, c is the phase 

velocity. To calculate the phase velocity, it is not good to divide the frequency 

components by wavenumber directly. We apply a method to map the energy from 

frequency-wavenumber to frequency-phase velocity. It is clear that to compute the 

dispersion map D(f,c), one requires interpolation because regular samples of c does 
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not necessarily correspond to regular samples of k. Our experience shows that a 

simple linear interpolation scheme suffices to estimate D(f,c). 

To further interpret the data, we attempted to identify the dominant guided wave 

modes propagating in the phantom. The theoretical dispersion curves were calculated 

by DISPERSE and shown in Figure 4.9. 

Using c = 2nf/k, the phase velocities of the clusters were found to be 

approximately the same. Figure 4.10 portraits the matrix D(f,c) or the dispersion 

spectra, which better illustrate the phase velocity information. The peaks of PI, P2, 

P3 and P4 travel at phase velocities of 4.0 km/s, 3.4 km/s, 3.3 km/s and 3.7 km/s 

respectively. Figure 4.10 also shows the theoretical dispersion curves of longitudinal 

modes for a water-filled viscoelastic cylindrical phantom model. We found five 

longitudinal modes associated with the energy clusters. L(0,8) mode almost passes 

through PI; P2 is bounded between L(0,11) and L(0,12); L(0,16) and L(0,17) modes 

pass by the edges of P3 and P4 respectively. The particle polarization of the 

longitudinal modes is in the plane defined by the transducer-receiver pair. As 

discussed in chapter 2, both the experimental configuration and the transducer-wedge 

systems emphasize longitudinal guided wave modes. There is no torsional wave. 

The flexural modes, if there is any, will be extremely weak (Zemanek, 1971; Silk and 

Bainton, 1979; Rose, 1999) 

The energy clusters are well separated in frequency; thus we attempted to isolate 

the clusters and studied the time signatures of guided wave modes. We bandpassed 

PI and P2 in frequency separately with a Tukey window (Harris, 1978): 

WN,{k): 

2 r Jv-1 2 

1, -( iV-l)+l< k<N--(N-l) (4.4) 

-[l+cos( V T - ^ ' N--(N-\)<k 
2 r r N-l 2 
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where, &=1 to N, N is the window length and r is the ratio of taper to constant section 

and the value is between 0 and 1. A rectangular window is for r=0, and a Hann 

window (Oppenheim, et al, 1999) is for r=\. The default value for r is 0.5. Figure 

4.11 displays some windows with 128 points but of different taper ratio, r. Our 

experience showed that a Tukey window of 0.25 order was adequate to provide softer 

taper on both frequency ends and avoid aliasing while passing without attenuation 

most of the energy of interest. The parameters of the bandpass filters were 

150/168/280/300 KHz and 250/275/425/450 KHz for PI and P2 respectively. We 

obtained the time signals by 2-D inverse FFT. 

In order to compare the bandpassed results with the simulation results, we 

generated simulated signals by DISPERSE. Figure 4.12(a) shows the source signal of 

the transducer we used. Figure 4.12(b) shows the simulated source signal by 

DISPERSE. They are quite similar. Figures 4.13(a) and (b) display the time 

signatures of PI and P2 respectively. All results were computed for an offset of 53 

mm. When comparing with PI, P2 has larger temporal amplitude; the time history of 

P2 shows higher frequency content and is more complicated due to existence of more 

than one mode. Figures 4.13(c) and (d) portraits the simulated results for the L(0,8), 

L(0,11) and L(0,12) modes. The theoretical predictions are very similar to 

experimental results. 

To further confirm the validity of the processing procedures, we generated a 

numerical data set using the phantom model (Table 4.2) for the three modes: L(0,8), 

L(0,11) and L(0,12). Sixteen records starting at 40 mm offset and at 1 mm spacing 

interval were simulated. Compared with real signals, the simulated time signals have 

different time interval. We applied a 1-D interpolation on the simulated signals so 

that they have the same sampling rate as that of the original signal. Thus we make 

sure that both the simulated signals and real signals have same time interval. 

Moreover, due to the smaller number of records, we applied the AR method to obtain 

the power spectral density (PSD). The order of AR method was 8. Figure 4.14 shows 
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the dispersion diagram of the simulated dataset. As expected, PI and P2 are 

successfully identified by the dispersion curves of the three modes used. 

4.2.2 Bone specimen 

Fifty measurements were acquired at 1 mm spacing interval on a bovine tibia. 

The region of interest was about 74 mm long and the surface was reasonably flat (Fig. 

3). Figures 4.15(a) and (b) display the echograms of the original data and self-

normalized data respectively. The FASs have strong presence in the data. Figure 

4.16 shows the echogram but with 4 mm interval of bovine tibia. Three arrival times 

of bulk waves are superimposed. At offset larger than 40 mm, the guided waves are 

seen as highly dispersive LAS. Using 2680 m/s and 4000 m/s (Kaye and Laby, 1995) 

as the longitudinal wave velocities of the wedge and bone, the critical angle is 42° by 
o 

Snell's law. Since the incident angle of the primary beam is 51 , most of the 

transmitted energy is critically refracted and travels close to the bone surface. We 

muted the first 4 jus from the onset of each record for guided wave analysis. Figures 

4.17(a) and (b) display the cut off of the muting window and the signal after muting 

respectively. 

Figure 4.18 shows the PSD where four distinct energy clusters can be easily 

identified. The signals were significantly attenuated within the cortical layer by the 

absorption process. The first two clusters are more energetic than the latter two, 

which have energy below -4 dB. The clusters travel approximately at the same phase 

velocity. Fig. 9(b) displays the dispersion spectra. The clusters peak at 380 KHz 

(Bl), 490 KHz (B2), 610 KHz (B3), and 760 KHz (B4) with the corresponding phase 

velocities of 3.4 km/s, 3.7 km/s, 3.6 km/s and 3.9 km/s. We refer the clusters as Bl, 

B2, B3, and B4 where "B" stands for bone. The frequency bands of the clusters are 

well separated and their bandwidths are approximately 60 KHz (350 - 410 KHz), 80 

KHz (450 - 530 KHz), 40 KHz (590 - 630 KHz), and 40 KHz (740 - 780 KHz) for 

Bl, B2, B3, and B4 based on half maximum of the peak intensity relative to -10 dB. 

To further interpret the data, we attempted to identify the dominant guided wave 
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modes propagating in the bone sample. We calculated theoretical guided wave 

dispersion curves using a viscoelastic cylindrical tube filled with liquid. Table 4.1 

lists the parameters of the bone model. 

Theoretical dispersion curves of bone are displayed in Figure 4.19. It can be seen 

that the dispersion curves change a lot when the attenuation of cortical bone and 

marrow is considered. Figure 4.19(a) portraits the dispersion curves based on an 

elastic bone model. There are thirteen longitudinal guided wave modes are shown. 

Figure 4.19(b) displays the dispersion curves with the anelastic bone model, which 

has only eleven longitudinal guided wave modes are shown in the same frequency-

thickness range. Comparing with these two theoretical results, the attenuation affects 

the higher order mode in high frequency range. Theoretical computation shows that 

there are four high-order modes passing through the clusters. Figure 4.20 shows the 

dispersion mapping result. The four packets are identified respectively as L(0,7) and 

L(0,8),L(0,9),andL(0,ll). 

To obtain the time characteristics of the two strongest modes, i.e., L(0,7) and 

L(0,8), we bandpassed the clusters in frequency with a Tukey window of 0.25 order 

separately. The parameters of the bandpass filters were 280/300/460/480 KHz and 

400/425/575/600 KHz for L(0,7) and L(0,8) respectively. Then we performed a 2-D 

inverse FFT on the bandpassed spectra. Figures 4.21(a) and (b) show the time 

signatures of Bl and B2 respectively at 53 mm offset. All results were computed for 

an offset of 53 mm. The amplitude of Bl is stronger than that of the B2. Figures 

4.21(c) and (d) show the corresponding simulated results for L(0,7) and L(0,8) modes 

respectively. We didn't expect a perfect match between two data sets because the 

bone model used for simulation was only an approximate to the real bovine tibia. The 

perfect cylindrical tube model was homogeneous along the long axis and had constant 

wall thickness while the bovine tibia was inhomogeneous with irregular cortical 

thickness. However, both experimental and simulated results have similar 

characteristic features and good agreement. 
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Table 4.1 Parameters of the bone model used to generate dispersion curves. 

Parameters 

Thickness (mm) 

Longitudinal wave velocity (m/s)* 

Shear wave velocity (m/s)* 

Attenuation of compressional wave 

(dB/MHz/cm)* 

Attenuation of shear wave 

(dB/MHz/cm)* 

Cortical bone 

8.9 

4000 

1970 

5 

11 

Marrow 

7.9 (inner radius) 

1480 

n/a 

0.8 

n/a 

*Parameters obtained from Kaye and Laby (1995) and Wu and Cubberley (1997). 

Table 4.2 Parameters of the phantom model used to generate dispersion curves. 

Parameters 

Thickness (mm) 

Compressional wave velocity (rr 

Shear wave velocity (m/s)* 

L/S)* 

Attenuation of compressional wave 

(dB/MHz/cm)* 

Attenuation of shear wave 

(dB/MHz/cm)* 

solid 

7.8 

2900 

1200 

0.21 

0.79 

Phantom model 

water 

11.46 (inner radius) 

1500 

n/a 

0.8 

n/a 

*Parameters obtained from Kaye and Laby (1995) 
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Figure 4.1 Theoretical dispersion curves of guided waves: (a) cylindrical 
longitudinal modes; (b) Lamb modes. The cylindrical tube model was 
an elastic bone model with parameters given in Table 4.1. The plate 
model was an 8.9 mm thick plate with the same velocities and density as 
those of the bone model. The asterisk (*) in (a) denotes previous works 
using cylindrical tube model; otherwise, plate model was used ([l]-[5] 
indicates Nicholson, et al, 2002, Lefebvre, et al, 2002, Protopappas, et al, 
2006, Lee and Yoon, 2004, Ta, et al, 2006, respectively). 
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(c) 

• H I 

Figure 4.2 Experimental setup: (a) overview of experimental setup; (b) 
setup for phantom; (c) setup for bovine tibia. 
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Figure 4.3 A nylon tube; the vertical bars indicate the region of investigation. 

Figure 4.4 An x-ray computed tomographic image of the bovine tibia. The 
vertical bars indicate the region of investigation. 
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Figure 4.5 Echogram of the phantom data: (a) original data without 
normalized; (b) self normalized data. 
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Time (us) 

Figure 4.6 Self-normalized echograms of phantom dataset with 4 mm interval 
shown in Figure 4.5(b). The theoretical arrival time of the bulk 
compressional wave, bulk shear wave and Rayleigh wave are 
superimposed. 
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Figure 4.7 Echogram of the phantom data: (a) before muting. The red line 
indicates the cut off of the muting window; (b) after muting. 
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Figure 4.10 The dispersion diagram of phantom superimposed by the theoretical 
dispersion curves. 
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Figure 4.11 128-points Tukey tapers with different r-values. 
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Figure 4.12 Source signals: (a) real signal (Panametrics C548) and (b) simulated 
wavelet by Disperse. 
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Figure 4.13 The time signatures of different guided wave modes measured at 53 
mm offset: (a-b) experimental data after bandpass filtering; (c-d) 
simulation. The parameters used for simulation are given by the 
phantom model in Table 1. The real amplitudes can be obtained by 
multiplying the displayed amplitudes by the respective scaling factors: 
(a) 0.029, (b) 0.053, (c) 0.4, and (d) 0.72. PI and P2 refer to the two 
strongest clusters in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.14 Simulated data: dispersion diagram superimposed by the 
theoretical dispersion curves. The parameters of the phantom 
model used are given in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.15 Echogram of the bovine tibia data: (a) original data without 
normalized; (b) self normalized data. 
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Figure 4.16 Echogram of measurements of bovine tibia with a spacing 
interval of 4 mm: (a) real signals; (b) self-normalized signals. 
The theoretical arrival time of the bulk compressional wave, bulk 
shear wave and Rayleigh wave are superimposed. 
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indicates the cut off of the muting window; (b) after muting. 
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Figure 4.18 The 2-D periodogram of bovine tibia. 
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Figure 4.19 Theoretical dispersion curves of longitudinal guided 
waves mode in bovine tibia. The parameters used are 
given in Table 4.1: (a) without attenuation; (b) with 
attenuation. 
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Figure 4.20 The dispersion diagram of bovine tibia superimposed 
by the theoretical dispersion curves. The parameters of 
the bone model used are given in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.21 The time signatures of different guided wave modes measured at 53 
mm offset: (a-b) experimental data after bandpass filtering; (c-d) 
simulation. The parameters used for simulation are given by the bone 
model in Table 1. The real amplitudes can be obtained by 
multiplying the displayed amplitudes by the respective scaling 
factors: (a) 0.01, (b) 0.0048, (c) 0.14, and (d) 0.08. Bl and B2 refer 
to the two strongest clusters in Fig. 4.19. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Some Comments on Future Direction 

This thesis aims to demonstrate the ultrasonic guided wave propagation in bone 

by applying a fluid-filled cylinder model. We acquired ultrasound data for cylindrical 

phantom and bovine tibia using an axial transmission technique. We computed the 

spectral 2-D periodogram and dispersion diagrams. Both data sets displayed well-

separated and strong energy clusters in frequency. Based on a liquid-filled cylindrical 

tube model, we calculated guided wave dispersion curves to aid the interpretation and 

identification of guided waves. In both cases, at least two strong energy clusters were 

identified to be high-order longitudinal guided wave modes. We isolated each cluster 

and studied the time history of the signals. The time responses of the clusters were 

well described by dispersive wave trains, which are characteristic of guided wave 

propagation. Theoretical time modal responses were calculated and were in 

agreement with the experimental results. 

In conclusion, it has been demonstrated the strong presence of high order 

longitudinal guided wave energies in axial transmission of ultrasound through bovine 

tibia. Methodology based on guided wave properties has potential to hold promise to 

assess the cortical properties relevant to osteoporosis. 

Research of guided waves in bones is still in its infancy. As shown in some of the 

data, both bulk and guided waves coexist. Both types of waves carry very useful and 

independent information. Since we were interested in guided wave analysis, we 

attempted to remove the influence of bulk waves by muting the few microseconds of 

the data. We have placed a rectangular window in the echograms to mute the first 

arriving bulk waves. However, this is not an appropriate way to separate bulk waves 

and guided waves. There is still some coherent bulk wave energy coming around the 
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same time as guided waves. The future study of ultrasound wave propagation in bone 

relies heavily on signal processing techniques to separate different wave types and 

extract meaning ultrasonic parameters. 
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Appendix A 

Some Fundamentals Relevant to Ultrasound Wave 

Propagation 

A.l Stress and strain 

Stress is defined as the force exerted on a surface element. When a stress is 

applied to a body, it will deform. When the force is perpendicular to the surface 

element, it is a normal stress. When the force is parallel or tangential to the surface 

element, it is a shear stress. Forces applied to solid will cause its deformation. Strain 

is defined as the relative change in volume, length or shape of a body. 

Correspondingly, there are normal strain and shearing strain. Strain can be expressed 

by a displacement function / of a particle 

f = u(x,y,z,t)i + v(x,y,z,t)j + w(x,y,z,t)k (A.l) 

where / is the time and u[x,y,z,t), v[x,y,z,t) and w(x,y,z,t) are the displacement 

components in the direction of x-, y- and z-axis respectively with the corresponding 
A A A 

unit vectors being i , j and k respectively. In terms of the displacement components, 

the normal strains are defined as 

du 

(A.2) 

*» 

yy 

£zz 

dx 
dv 

~dy 

dw 

~~dz~ 
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and the shear strains are 

s =e = h-
xy w dx dy 

dv du 

dx dy 

dw dv 
£ » = * - = ^ + & ' ( A 3 ) 

du dw 
£ =£ = 1 . 

zx xz ^ ^ 

dz dx 

Let TtJ (i,j = x,y,z) be the stress vector acting on a surface of a cubic volume 

element (Figure A.l). The subscript / denotes the normal to the surface on which the 

force acts and j denotes the components of the force. Using Hooke's law for an 

isotropic solid, the stress is linearly proportional to the strain as follow 

^xx 

^(exx+e„f+sB) + 2fisyy , 

TZ2=A(SXX+£„+£ZZ) + 2M£ZZ , ( A 4 ) 

Tyz=Tzy=^£yz » 

*zx ~ *xz ~ t*£zx •> 
rrt rj-f 

xy yx 

where X and ju are known as the Lame's constants. The constant n is also known 

as the shear modulus. 
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Figure A.1 Stress components acting on the surface of a cubic volume element. 

A.2 Equations of motion 

Consider an infinitesimal cubic volume centering a particle M at location (x, y, z) 

(Figure A.l). Along the i direction, the normal stresses acting on the two surfaces 

contribute to the net normal stress acting on the particle: 

[Txx{x + Ax)-Txx]AyAz (A.5) 
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By Taylor expansion, 

Txx(x + Ax) = Txx+^Ax + 0(Ax2) . (A.6) 
ox 

Ignoring the higher order terms, equation (A. 5) can be written as 

[Txx(x + Ax)-Txx]AyAz = ^AxAyAz . (A.7) 

Similarly, for the shear stresses, we have 

[Tyx(y + Ay)-Tyx]AxAz = -^-AxAyAz (A.8) 

and 

[Tzx(y + Ay)-Tzx]AxAz = ^AxAyAz . (A.9) 
dz 

Therefore, the total stress acting on the particle M along the i direction is 

fdT dT dT } 
^2L + ̂ L + —ZL AxAyAz . (A.10) 

K dx 8y dz J 

According to the Newton's second law of motion, the net force equals the mass 

times the acceleration, i.e., 

82u dT^ dT 57; , A 1 1 . 
p—r =—— + —— +—— (A.ll) 

dt dx dy dz 
where p is the density of the medium. Similarly, the equations of motion along j and 

k directions are respectively 

,*Lj±&.&. (A.12) 
dt dx dy dz 

and 

82w dTxz dTyz dTzz ..... 
p—r = —— + —— + —— . (A.13) 

dt dx dy dz 
Substituting (A.2) - (A.4) into (A.l 1), we have 
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d2u _ d ( du dv dw^ 

dt2 dx 
• + — + -

dx dy dz 

~ d2u 
+ 2fi—T + fi 

ox 

( d2v d2u} 
• + -

dxdy dy 
+ M 

f d2u d2w^ 
•+-

dz dxdz v ^ " " ^ J 

. d .du dv dw. d .du dv dw. .d2u d2u d2u. 
= A ( + + )+U ( + + ) + u( r- + =T + r) 

OX OX Oy OZ a.. a- ^-
dB 

= (A + ju)— + MV2u 
dx 

dx dx dy dz dx dy dz 
(A.14) 

where 6 is the divergence 

0 = V-f = e»+eyy+£a= —+— + — 
du dv dw 
— + — + — 
dx dy dz 

(A.15) 

and V2 is the Laplacian operator 

V==4+4+4 . (A..6) 
dx2 dy2 dz2 

*\ A. 

Similarly for the displacement components along the j and k directions, 

d2v dfl 
pEZ = (A + Ju)^- + iuV2v (A.17) 

dt dy 

and 

d2w df) 
p-T = (A + ju)^- + MV2w . (A.18) 

dt dz 

In vectorial notion, equation (A.14), (A.17) and (A.18) can be summarized as 

Equation (A. 19) is known as the wave equation. 

(A. 19) 

A.3 Wave motion and particle polarization 

Helmholtz's theorem (Griffiths, 1999) states that a continuous vector field / can 

be considered as a superposition of two vectors fx and f2 

f = l+f2 (A.20) 

subject to the conditions 
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V x / = 0 and V - / 2 = 0 (A.21) 

where fx is curl-free and f2 is divergence-free. 

A.3.1 Longitudinal wave 

Consider a curl-free displacement field f = fl where V x fx - 0. We have 

vx(vx^) = v(v-/;)-v.v/; = o . (A.22) 

Hence 

v ( v . ^ ) = V.Vi;=V2^ . (A.23) 

Substituting (A.23) into (A. 19) yields 

#1 
r dt 

or 

32 

(A + 2 / / )V^ (A.24) 2 V'" ' "t*/" J\ 

d-^t = c ^ 2 l (A-25) 
I 1 i O 

where cL = I — is the longitudinal wave velocity. The displacement fx describes 
V P 

an irrotational, compressional, longitudinal or P-wave motion. 

A.3.2 Shear wave 

Consider a divergence-free displacement field f = f2. Since 

V - ? = V-? 2 =0 , (A.26) 

equation (A. 19) becomes 

p ^ = MV2f2 (A.27) 

or 

^4- = <V2V2/2 (A.28) 
dt1 
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where cs = I— is the shear wave velocity. The displacement f2 describes a 

rotational, transverse or 5- (shear) wave motion. 

Following Udias (1999), there are two polarizations of S-waves. Consider an 

incident ray on the x-z plane (Figure A.2). The displacement of f2 motion 

perpendicular to the ray direction will be in the x-z plane and along the ^-direction. 

The polarization in the x-z plane is known as SF-wave. It is a function of the x and z 

and can be determined by a potential if/ 

dy/ 

and 

u = • 

w = 

8z 

dx 

(A.29) 

(A.30) 

Incident Wave 

SK-wave i 

x 

Figure A.2 Geometry and polarization of S-wave. 

The polarization along the >--direction is known as SH-wave and can be 

determined by a potential A, which is a function of x and z 

5A 
dx v = - (A.31) 
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Thus, the S-wave polarization can be written vectorially as 

7 2 =Vx(0 ,^ ,0) + Vx(0,0,A) . (A.32) 

A.4 Reflection and transmission of P-SV waves across a solid-solid 

interface 

When ultrasound encounters a solid-solid interface, the energy will be converted 

and split. Both P- and 5-waves will be reflected and transmitted. In this section, we 

will derive the amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients for the incident P-

and S- waves. 

Consider two solid half-spaces in welded contact. The half-spaces are 

characterized by the densities, p, , longitudinal wave velocities, cLi, and shear wave 

velocities, cSi, where i = 1 is the upper half-space and i = 2 is the lower half-space. 

As denoted by Figure A.3, there are 16 reflection/transmission coefficients 

corresponding to upgoing incident P- and ST-waves and downgoing incident P- and 

SF-waves. For notation, we denote the downgoing incident P-wave to upgoing 

reflected P-wave reflection coefficient as P, P[ and Pi S\ is the downgoing incident 

P-wave to upgoing reflected SF-wave reflection coefficient. The corresponding 

transmission coefficients for the downgoing incident P-wave are P1P2 for the 

transmitted P-wave and Pi 52 for the transmitted SF-wave respectively. For the 

other cases, the notations are self-explanatory. 

Based on Figure A.3, we have the following displacement amplitudes for the four 

cases (Aki and Richard, 1980, pp. 145-149). 

Case 1: Downgoing incident P-wave (Figure A.3a) 

Downgoing incident P-wave: 

AQ (sin 0n, 0, cos 9n ) exp ICO 

r cos0n ^ 
px + —z-t 
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\ s PxSx y\ s 
/ PxPx 

\ 

\ \ 
Pi Si 

\P1P2 
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(c) / /" 
Pi Si 
^ 

S k 
//" S 

'PiPx 

Pi S2 

(d) 
/* / 
SiSx 

S A 
Jfc 

/Z1 /• 
' S 2 P 1 

52 IS2 

Figure A.3 Interaction of P-SV waves at the boundary of two solid-solid 
half-spaces: (a) Downgoing incident P-wave; (b) Downgoing 
incident SF-wave; (c) Upgoing incident P-wave; (d) Upgoing 
incident SF-wave. 
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Upgoing reflected P-wave: 

\ y 
4) (sin 9LX, 0, - cos 9LX) Px Px exp 

Upgoing reflected SF-wave: 

\ y 
4) (cos #S1,0, sin 0SX) Px Sx exp 

Downgoing transmitted P-wave: 

\ (sin dL2,0, cos 0£2) Px P2 exp 

*<*> px-
COStf; II z - f 

' I I 

ICO px — -
cos 9, SI z - / 

'SI 

ICO px + -
COS 6r 

•z-t 

'12 

Downgoing transmitted ST-wave: 

\ \ 
4 (cos 0S2, 0, - sin GS2) Px S2 exp ?ft> 

I cos 9, 
px + -

S2 z-t 
'S2 

where Ag is the incident amplitude and we have used the Snell's law 

P = 
sin 6LX _ sin 0SX _ sin 6L2 _ sin 6S2 

' i i 'SI '12 'S2 

(A.33) 

\ y \ / \ \ \ \ 
To determine the reflection/transmission coefficients: Px Px , Px Sx , PXP2 and Px S2 , 

we apply the boundary conditions. 

(a) The displacements u and w are continuous at z = 0. Thus we have 

\ y \ y \ \ \ \ 
sin 9,, + sin 0,, P\ P. + cos ̂ , P\ S, = sin 0,, Pi Pi + cos #„ Pi S1. ' i i 'L\* l ± \ ' v " J O ^Sl •• ' "1 12 , S 2 j . 1UJ2 , 

and 

\ y \ y \ \ \ , \ , 
cos 6LX - cos #£1 Pi Pj+sin 6SX P\ Sx - cos 6L2 Pi P2 - sin 0S2 P\ S2 

(A.34) 

(A.35) 

(b) The stresses Ta and Tzz are continuous at z = 0. 

Since 
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T*=M 
du dw 
— + — 
dz dx 

\ 

j 

and 

T„=l 
du dws 

{dx dz, 
+ 2ju 

dw 

~dz~ 

(A.36) 

(A.37) 

we have 

2/J^p cos #L] - 2/JiP cos 0iI Pi Pi -
\ y \ \ \ \ 

Picsi I 1 " 24iP2) Pi $\ = 2/"2P cos 0L2 Pi P2+p2cS2 (1 - 2c*2/;
2 )PiS2 , 

(A.38) 

and 

\ \ 
?2 

ACLI (l - 2cl\P2 ) + Acii (l - 2 4 P 2 ) A PI -

1P£\P C 0 S ^ 1 Pl SX = PlCL2 (1 " 2 CS2P 2 ) A ^2 - 2/>2cJ2/> COS 6S2 P i 5 2 

(A.39) 

The equations (A.34), (A.35), (A.38) and (A.39) can be expressed in matrix form: 

- cos 0sl 

- sin 0sl 

sin 0L2 cos 0S2 

cos 9L2 - sin Gs2 

cos#i2 p2cS2(l-2c2
2/72) 

cos 6^ -sine/sl cos8L2 -sint ' s2 

Iftp cos 8Ll pxcsl(l-2c2
slp

2) 2{i2pcos0L2 p2cS2{\-2c\2p
2 

•picLi(l-2c2
slp

2) 2^pcos0sl p2cL2[\-2c2
S2p

2) -2{i2pcos0S2 

sin^, 

cos 0U 

Pi Pi 

Pi 5, 

\ \ 
P1P2 

Pi S, 

2/uipcos0Li 

9xcL1(\-2c2
slP

2)_ 

(A.40) 

or 
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M 

PxPx 
\ /* 
Pi 5, 

\ \ 
P1P2 

\ \ 
Pi S, 2 J 

c o s 6LX 

2julpcos0a 

_Picu(1-2cliP2)_ 

(AM) 

where 

M = 

VL2 - s i n ^ , - co s# s l 

cos#£1 - s i n # s l 

cos 0n pxcsl (l - 2c2
slp

2) 2p2p cos 9L 

.2 „ 2 \ n . . n „ „ /1 o „ 2 

MP1 

-AC/.i(l-24/7 : •2) 2// ,pcos0 s l 

sin 0L 

cos#L2 

cos9L2 

cos9S2 

-s\n9S2 

>2cS2(l-2c2
S2p

2) 

Case 2: Downgoing incident 5F-wave (Figure 

Downgoing incident SF-wave: 

P2CL2(l~2c2S2P2) -2M2PCOS0S2 

A.3b) 

(A.42) 

^ / / l rv • n \ • I C O S 0 S , 
4) (cos 6 ^ , 0 , - s i n 6>sl) exp /<y pxH —z-t 

_ \ cs\ ) 

Upgoing reflected P-wave: 

cos Q 
4 ) (s in# i l ,0 , -cos5 t l ) iS ' 1 P 1 exp ico px —z-t 

ico 

Upgoing reflected ST-wave: 

4) (cos 6SX, 0, sin 0S1) S1, 5j exp 

Downgoing transmitted P-wave: 

4 (sin GL2,0, cos 9L2) Sx P2 exp 

Downgoing transmitted SF-wave: 

4 (cos 6S2,0, - sin 0S2) 5, S2 exp 

f cos 9V, 
px —z-t 

Y 

V 
cs\ J 

( 
ico px + 

cos#,, 
^z-t 

Y 
CL2 

ico px + 
V 

cos 0 „ 
— z - r 

CS2 

V 

/ . 
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Using the same boundary conditions and following similarly the same steps as 

described above, we have 

M 

Si Pi 

\ \ 
S1P2 
\ \ 

_SiS2_ 

COS0, 
SI 

- sin 0, s\ 

pxcsx[\-2c2
slp

2) 

-2fj.xpcos6sl 

(A.43) 

Case 3: Upgoing incident P-wave (Figure A.3c) 

Upgoing incident P-wave: 

ico 4) (sin# i2,0, -cos^,2)exp 

Upgoing transmitted P-wave: 

\ (sin 0U, 0, - cos 0L1) P2 Pt exp 

Upgoing transmitted ST-wave: 

4) (cos 0sl, 0, sin 9sl) P2 Sx exp 

Downgoing reflected P-wave: 

A ( S i n 9L2 > 0> C O S 6L2 ) P2 P2 e X P 

Downgoing reflected ST-wave: 

px--
COSO; L2 

z-t 
"L2 

ICO px-
cosO 

u z-t 
"LI 

/» px- -
cos#, SI 

z-t 
"S\ 

ICO px + -
cosO, L2 z-t 

-L2 

A, ( C O S 0S2 » °> - S i n eS2 ) P2 S2 e X P ICO px-
cosO, S2 z - t 

'S2 

Using the same boundary conditions and following similarly the same steps as 

described above, we have 
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M 

V /" " 
P2P1 

/• / 
PiSl 

y \ 
Pi Pi 

s \ 
_P2S2_ 

— 

-sin#, si 
cos 9S2 

2ju2pcos0, SI 

-PICLI{\-2CIIP2) 

Case 4: Upgoing incident SF-wave (Figure A.3d) 

Upgoing incident ST-wave: 

Zft) ^o (cos 9S2,0, sin #S2) exp 

Upgoing transmitted P-wave: 

AQ (sin 0Ll, 0, - cos 0LX )S2Pl exp 

Upgoing transmitted ST-wave: 

px-
cos#, S2 

z-t 
'S2 

/ Z1 

ZG> p j c - -
COS0, £1 z-r 

"L\ 

AQ (COS 0sl, 0, sin #S1) S2 Sl exp /<» px-
cos# si z-r 

"SI 

Downgoing reflected P-wave: 

Ao(sin0L2,0, cos 0L2) S2 P2 exp /<» /7X + -
COS0 £2 z - f 

'Z.2 

Downgoing reflected SF-wave: 

y \ 
AQ (cos 0S2,0, - sin 0S2) ^ 52 exp ia> px + -

COS0,, 
-z-r 

"S2 

(A.44) 

Using the same boundary conditions and following similarly the same steps as 

described above, we have 
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M 

~ y y " 
S2PI 

y y 
S2Sl 

y \ 
S2P2 

y \ 
S2 S2 

-cos0S2 

-sin0S2 

p2cS2[\-2c]2p
2) 

2 iu2p cos 6S2 

(A.45) 

To summarize equations (A.41), (A.43), (A.45) and (A.46), the four equations can 

be written as a matrix system 

M-

\ y 
Pi Pi 

\ y 
Pi Si 

\ \ 
P1P2 

\ \ 
P1S2 

where 

N = 

sin#. L\ 

\ y 
Si Si 
\ \ 
SiP2 

\ \ 
SxS2 

cos# 

y y 
P2P1 
y y 
P2S1 

y \ 
P2P2 

y \ 
P2S2 

y y 
S2P1 

y y 
S2S1 

y \ 
S2P2 

y \ 
S2S2 

= N (A.46) 

51 

COS0, £1 • sin 0, SI 

-sinOL2 

cos0L2 

-cos#S2 

- sin 6S2 

2 f^pcos 6\x 

PICLI(1-2CIIP2) 

pxcsl(\-2c2
slp

2) 

-2^pcos0sl 

cos vL2 - sin uS2 

2ju2p cos 0S1 p2cS2 (l - 2c2
S2p

2) 

-P2cL2({-2cs2P2) 2M2P
C0S°s2 

(A.47) 

Therefore, the reflection/transmission coefficients are given by 

M_1N = 

\ y 
Pi Pi 

\ y 
Pi Si 

\ \ 
P1P2 

\ \ 
P1S2 

\ y 
Si Pi 

\ y 
Si Si 

\ \ 
S1P2 

\ \ 
S1S2 

y y 
P2P1 
y y 
P2S1 

P2P2 

y \ 
P2S2 

y y 
S2P1 
y y 
S2S1 

y \ 
S2P2 
y \ 
S2 S2 

(A.48) 
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Appendix B 

The Cylindrical Coordinates 

B.l The Laplacian 

The Laplacian of a vector A = (Ar,A&,Az) is defined by (Lorrain and Corson, 

1970, pp.32) 

V2A = v(v-A)-VxVxA . (B.l) 

In cylindrical coordinates, (B.l) can be written vectorially as (Wolfram Mathworld, 

2007, Pavlakovic and Love, 2001) 

Y2A = \V2A-
2 dAa A„ 

r r2 dG r2 r + V A +
2 a 4 

r2 dG -jt}+(^)t 
(d2Ar 1 d2Ar d2Ar \3Ar 2 dAe A , r- + r- + r- + r- Q- r- r + 

dr2 r2 d62 dz2 r dr r2 80 r2 J 

(d2Aa 1 d2Aa d2Aa \dAa 2 dAr A^ 

dr2 - + • 
r2 dG2 - + • - + • - + -dz2 r dr r2 dG r2 e+ 

f o2 d2A, 1 d2A, 82A, 1 dA, 
- + • - + - - + -dr2 r1 dG1 dz1 r dr 

(B.2) 

where (?, 0, z) are the unit vectors in the cylindrical coordinate system and the 

72 d2 1 a2 S2 1 5 
Laplacian operator is V2 = —- + -y — j + —j + . 

dr r dG dz r dr 
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B.2 Stress and strain components 

The strain components in cylindrical coordinates are (Achenbach, 1975, pp.74) 

and 

dur 

dr 

t, AA 
1 due ur 

r d0 r 

~d7 ' 
_ duz 

F = F = — 
crz czr ~ 

£r0 ~ £6r ~' 

1 ( du, du ^ 

dz dr 

( dUg Ug 1 8Ur 

dr r 80 

1 (dua 1 du ^ 
£8z=£*=-\— + 

21 dz r 80 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

The corresponding stresses are (Achenbach, 1975, pp.74-75; Kundu, 2003, pp.312-

313) 

Trr=X(srr+sgg+ezz) + 2^isn 

du, u, 1 du0 du. 
^ + ̂  + • + -

du. 
, + 3-M— 

dr r r d0 dz J dr 

(B.9) 

T0e=^(£rr+
£ee+£zz) + 2M£

i ee 
du, u, 1 dua du. 

= X\rZJL. + ZJL + _IZ<L + 

dr r r 86 dz 
+ 2// 

ur 1 duft ^ 
r r 89 j 

(B.10) 
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and 

Ta=^(en+ege+ea) + 2fieB 

8ur ur 1 du0 8u„ 
1 ^ + - + • + -dr r r 80 dz 

+ 2ju 
duz 

~dz~ 

(B.ll) 

Tr0=T0r=2fJ£r0=M\ 
dua ua 1 du. IQ l*Q 

+ -dr r r d9 
(B.12) 

T6z = Tz9 = 2ns9z = fi 
1 8ur 8u„ 

r 89 dz 
(B.13) 

f 
Trz = T:r = 2M£rz = M 

V 

8ur 8ur 
—- +—-
dz dr 

(B.14) 
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Appendix C 

Bessel functions and the derivatives 

C.l Bessel functions 

Bessel's equation has many practical applications in areas such as elasticity, fluid 

dynamics and electromagnetic field. Bessel's equation is usually written as (Churchill 

and Brown, 1978, pp.174) 

/ 7v 2 / / v V >' 

or 

dx dx 

d v 1 dy 
—f + — - + dx x dx 

( - 2 A 

V X J 

y = 0 

or 

where Bn x is the Bessel operator 

(C.l) 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

_ d2 \_d_ 

dx2 x dx 

f .-2\ 

\ x J 

(C.4) 

The general solutions to the Bessel's equation (C.l) are known as Bessel functions of 

order n and have the general form when x is real 

y(x) = C1JH(x) + C2Ym(x) (C.5) 
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where Jn and Yn are the Bessel function of the first and second kind of order n 

respectively. 

Consider a differential equation 

2 

dx dx v ' 

With the substitution /x = t where x is real and i2 = -1 to (C.6), we obtain 

t2^- + t ^ + (t2-n2)y = 0 , (C.7) 

dt2 dt v K ' v ^ 

which is the same as (C.l). Hence the general solutions of (C.7) are 

^(x) = C1J„(0 + C27„(0 (C.8) 

or 
y(x) = ClJ„(ix) + C2Yn(ix) (C.9) 

where the argument of the Bessel function is imaginary. Conventionally, the general 

solutions of (C.6) can be written in the real form as 

y(x) = ClI„(x) + C2K„(x) (CIO) 

where /„ and K„ are the modified Bessel function of the first and second kind of order 

n of a real argument x respectively. 

With the substitution x = ar, (C.2) can be transformed into 

d y 1 dy 

dr2 r dr 
n 2 

\ r J 
^ = 0 (C.ll) 
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or 

where 

Kar (y) = 0 

d2 1 d 
ts — _____ _L __. . 

dr2 r dr 

V 2 
— -a 

(C.12) 

(C.13) 

C.2 Derivatives of Bessel functions 

The first and second derivatives of the first kind Bessel function of order n are 

given by (Moon and Spencer, 1961, pp.191) 

^M^lnJn(X)-xJn+l(x)] 

=—[»4,(*)-*4-iM] 
(C.14) 

and 

d2J„(x) 

dx 

n{n-\) 
-1 Jn(x) + -Jn+i(x) (C.15) 

respectively. For Bessel function of the second kind, equations (C.14) and (C.15) still 

apply with Jn [x) replaced by Yn (x). 

C.3 Derivatives of modified Bessel functions 

The first and second derivatives of the first kind of the modified Bessel function is 

(McLachlan, 1934, pp.163) 

^ = ±-[nI„(x) + xIn+l(x)] 
dx x u J 

= -[xI„_1(x)-nI„(x)] 

(C.16) 

and 
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d2In (x) 

dx2 

n{n-\) x 
I„(x) — '»+i LW (C.17) 

respectively. For the second kind of the modified Bessel function, the first and 

second derivatives are (McLachlan, 1934, pp.165) 

<*M = l.[nKm(x)-xKml(x)] 

= --[xKn_1(x) + nKn(x)] 

(C.18) 

and 

d2Kn(x) 

dx2 

n(n~l) 1 Kn(x) + ^Kn+l(x) (C.19) 

respectively. 
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Appendix D 

On the Coefficient Matrix D 

D.l The element Dy 

The elements Dy (i,j = 1 ...7) of the 7 *7 matrix D referred by Equation (2.102) in 
Section 2.2 of the text are 

D,^f[(^-^y+2n(r,-l)]z,(p,b)+^f^Znl(p,b) , (D.l) 

Du=f[{k>-qt)b'+2„(n-l)]w„(p<b) + 2l^WM(p,b) , (D.l) 

A , = ^ f ^ Z . ( ^ ) - ^ f ^ Z „ , a » ) . (D3) 

Du = 2M^lwMbylm,WnAlb) , (D.4) 
0 0 

A, = luMJn (lb)-2Ml+l)k Zn+l (qjb) , (D.5) 

Di6 =2y2juckqcK(lb)-2Ml+l)kWn+>(qjb) , (D.6) 

A 7 =0 , (D.7) 

D22=^f^Wn(pcb)-^Wn+1(pcb) , (D.9) 

D23=^[2n(n-l)~qy]Zn(lb) + ̂ f^Zn+l(qcb) , (D.10) 



D2<=f[2n(n-l)-qy]Wn(ib) + ^Wn+l(qcb) 

D26 = -rM^cwnm+
2MM"+l)wn+l(gcb) , 

D27=0 , 

D„=l^Zn{pcb)-2Yl»ckpcZn+x(pcb) , ' 3 1 

D„ = '32 

b 

2jucnk 

b 
Wn(Pcb)-2»c%Wn*{Pcb) , 

D*=Bfz„(qcb) , 

aA=^-wn(ib) , '34 
b 

n = ^c lc 

• ^ 3 5 

^ 3 6 = 

b Zn{qcb) + Mc(k
2-q2

c)Zn+1(lb) , 

^^Km + M^-q^W^ilb) 

D31=0 , 

D„=^[(e-qiy+2n(n-\)]w,tp1a)+^WM(~pca) , 

a a '43 

D . , = ^ z i ) r „ a a ) - 2 i a l ^ , a a ) , 
'44 

A s = 2MMcZn {.lc") Z « + l V<lca) 

a 

(D.ll) 

(D.12) 

(D.13) 

(D.14) 

(D.15) 

(D.16) 

(D.17) 

(D.18) 

(D.19) 

(D.20) 

(D.21) 

(D.22) 

(D.23) 

(D.24) 

(D.25) 

(D.26) 
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JA6 

D„ 

D„ = 2y2nckqcWn (M - ^ + X) Wn+X (qca) , 

= Xf(p
2

f+k2)Zn(pfr) , 

D 2MinI^z ^yTrj^ , 
a a 

DnJ^^wMa)-2^wUM , 

D53=^[2n(n-l)-qy]Zn(la) + ^f^Zn+l(la) 

D54=^[2n(n-iyqy]Wn(la) + ^Wn+l(la) 

As = -M?c Z „ (&«) + " Z«+l W) , 
a 

/ . ^ 2uk(n + l) //v . 
D56 = -Y2»McWn (qca) + -^-± >-Wn+x (qea) , 

D57=0 

D6l 

A 

O 11 ytlr 

= ̂ £— Zn (Pca) ~ 2ViMckpcZn+l (pca) , 

= ̂ Wn(pca)-2MckpcKAM > 

' 6 2 -

a 

D63=^Z„(qca) 

D»=2f-Wn(qea) 

n -Mis 
a 

D„=0 

a
kZn(qca) + »c(k

2-q2
c)Zn+i(qca) , 

^l^WMfi)-^-q])Wn^qca) , 
a 

D, '71 = -Zn(pca)-rlPcZn+l(pca) , 

(D.27) 

(D.28) 

(D.29) 

(D.30) 

(D.31) 

(D.32) 

(D.33) 

(D.34) 

(D.35) 

(D.36) 

(D.37) 

(D.38) 

(D.39) 

(D.40) 

(D.41) 

(D.42) 

(D.43) 
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D13=—Zn(qca) , (D.45) 
a 

Du=^W„(qca) , (D.46) 

D15=kZn(qca) , (D.47) 

D76=kW„(qca) , (D.48) 

Z)77 =p,Z„l(pfa)-lzm(pfa) (D.49) 

where the parameters are described in Section 2.2 of the text. 

The parameters y\ and y2 are introduced for different choice of Bessel functions. 

The first parameter, y\, relates to terms that involve p and the 72 relates to those that 

involve q. These parameters equal to -1 when the modified Bessel functions /„ and 

K„ are used and equal to 1 otherwise. The following is an example. 

Considering the first and second kind of Bessel function as the solution to (2.61)-

(2.63), then 

f = A1Jn(pr) + BJn(pr) , (D.50) 

K=A2Jn(qr) + B2Yn(qr) , (D.51) 

and 

hl=A3Jn+l(qr) + B3Yn+i(qr) . (D.52) 

Substituting (D.50)-(D.52) to (2.95), we obtain 
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^(p2
e+^)[A^(M + BlYH(ptr)l 

2//c AJKM + B?; (pcr)] + -\AJl &r) + BX (qcr) (D.53) 

4 [ V „ (fr) + B2Yn (<?/)] + * [V ; + 1 ( f r ) + A C (<7/)]! = 0 . 
r=b 

Using equations (C.14) and (C.15), the coefficient Dy ofA\, B\, Az, #2, AT, and #3 

are 

Dn=^[(k2-q2
c)b

2
+2n(n-l)]jn(pcb) + ^Jn+l(pcb) 

A 2 = ^ [ ( * 2 - ^ a ) f t 2 + 2 i , ( n - i ) ] y B ( A 6 ) + 2 ^ ^ 1 ( A f t ) 

Dl5 = 2fie*qeJm m - 2 ^ * 1 * J~r 0 * ) , 

Dl6=i»Mjnm-2MTl)kYn+lm . 

(D.54) 

(D.55) 

(D.56) 

(D.57) 

(D.58) 

(D.59) 

Considering the first and second kind of modified Bessel functions as the 

solutions to (2.61)-(2.63), the equations are written as 

and 

f = AIn{pr) + BxKn(pr) , 

hz=A2In{qr) + B2K„{qr) , 

(D.60) 

(D.61) 

(D.62) 

Substituting (D.50)-(D.52) to (2.95), we obtain 
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K{p>k2)[AxIn(pcr) + BxKn(pcr)}-

2MC ^AK{pcr) + BxK:{pcrj\ + ?-[A2i; (qcr) + BX (fa) 

4 [ 4 * . (qjr) + B2Kn (qcr)] + k[A3I'„+l (gcr) + B3K'n+l (qer)] 

(D.63) 

= 0 
r=b 

Using equations (C.16)-(C19), the coefficient Dy oiA\, B\, Ai, B2, A3 and .83 are 

Dn-f[(k2-q2
c)b

2
+2n(n-l)]l„(pcb)-^In+1(pcb) , (D.64) 

Du=^[(k2-^)b2 + 2n(n-l)]Kn(pcb) + 2^Kn+l{pcb) , (D.65) 

Dl3=^^lAlb) + ̂ Ulb) , (D.66) 

Du = 2j^KMby2j^K^m ( D 6 ? ) 

Dl5=2»MlAib)-2Ml+l)kI„Aib) , (D.68) 

Dl6 = -2MckqcKn (qcb)-2^(n
b
+l)k Kn+1 (qeb) . (D.69) 

In terms of Z„ and ^„, (D.54) and (D.64) can be written as (D.l) 

2riMcPc Dn-Mk2-q2)b2
+2n(n-l)]Zn(pcb) + ^^Zn+1(pcb) 

where y\ = 1 when Z„ is J„ or yi = -1 when Z„ is /„. Similarly, (D.56) and (D.66) can 

be written as (D.3) 

D^^f^z,m-^f^z„,m 
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where 72 = 1 when Z„ is Jn or 72 = -1 when Z„ is /„. (D.59) and (D.69) can be written 

as (D.6) 

Dl6 = IMMJV, (lb)-2^(n
b
+l)k Wn+X (qjb) 

where 72 = 1 when Wn is Y„ or 72 = -1 when fF„ is AT„. 

D.2 The determinant of D when n = 0 

When «=0, the determinant of D becomes 

A, 
A, 
A, 
A, 
A: 
A, 
Ai 

A, 
0 

A, 
A, 
0 

A. 
A, 

A, 
A! 
A, 
A, 
A. 
0 

0 

A2 
A2 

A2 

A2 

A2 

A2 

A2 

A2 
0 

A2 

A2 
0 

A2 

A2 

A2 

A2 

A2 

A2 

A2 
0 

0 

A3 
A3 

A3 
A3 

A3 
A3 

A3 

0 

A3 
0 

0 

A3 
0 

0 

As 
As 
As 
As 
A, 
As 
As 

A4 

A4 

A4 

A4 

A4 

A4 

A4 

0 

A4 
0 

0 

A4 
0 

0 

A« 
A6 

A6 

A« 
A« 
A6 

A6 

As 
As 
As 
As 
As 
As 
As 

As 
As 
As 
As 
As 
As 
As 

0 

0 

AT 
0 

AT 

0 

0 

A« 
A6 

A* 
A. 
A* 
A6 

A6 

A« 
A* 
A6 

A6 

A6 

A6 

A6 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

A3 

A3 

AT 

A7 

AT 

AT 

AT 

AT 

AT 

0 

0 

0 

AT 
0 

0 

AT 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

A4 

A* 
(D.70) 
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where we have used the property det(D') = -det(D) if D' is the matrix that results 

when two rows or columns are interchanged. Using Cramer's rule (Anton, 1981, pp. 

69-84), 

det(D) = 

A A, A« A '12 16 

A, D„ A« A '31 '32 35 '36 

A, A , A , A, '41 '42 45 '46 

A, D„ A« A '61 '62 65 '66 

A, A , A , A 76 

0 
0 

A„ A '25 26 

A« A '55 56 

As A4 

A, A 12 A 15 

A, A 32 

A, A, '41 42 

A 

A 
35 

45 

A, A '61 62 A 65 

A„ A. '71 72 A 75 

0 0 
0 0 

A7 0 
0 0 

A77 0 

0 A23 

0 A53 

A« o 
A 6 o 
A6 AT 

A 6 o 
A76 A77 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

A4 

A4 

- Aa A4 

A, A , A , A, 

'31 

'41 

'61 

'71 

'12 

'32 

'42 

15 

35 

45 

62 65 

'72 75 

'16 

A, A , A . A '36 

'46 

A, A , A« A '66 

'76 

A, A , A . A« A '47 

A., A , A« A , A 

A, A , A , A 

'31 

'41 

'61 

'71 

'12 

'32 

'42 

62 

35 

45 

65 

'72 75 

16 

A, A , A« A '36 

A, A , A , A, '46 

A, A , A , A '66 

'76 

A 47 

A, A , A„ A« A 

As A4 

As A4 

(D.71) 
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